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About IndoAgrI, our vIsIon, mIssIon And vALues
indofood agri resources ltd (indoagri) operates plantation 
and processing facilities to produce palm oil, rubber, sugar, 
timber, cocoa and tea. indoagri also operates research & 
development (r&D), seed breeding, manufacturing and 
marketing of award-winning edible oils brands. we are 
listed on the singapore stock Exchange with headquarters 
in singapore and Jakarta.

Our vision is to become a leading integrated agribusiness 
and a world-class agricultural research and seed breeding 
company. Our mission: to be a high-yield, low-cost producer 
that continuously improves its people, processes and 
technology to deliver at the highest standards of quality. 
Our values drive how we work: with discipline as the basis 
of our way of life, we conduct our business with integrity, we 
treat our stakeholders with respect, and together we unite 
to strive for excellence and continuous innovation.

our PoLIcy
Our sustainable Palm Oil Policy 2017 (Policy) applies to 
all our palm oil operations, our plasma smallholders and 
other third parties from whom we purchase crude palm oil 
for our refineries.

Key Policy commitments to deliver traceable and 
sustainably-produced palm oil products are:

• no deforestation, conservation of high Conservation 
value (hCv) and high Carbon stock (hCs) areas

• no planting on peat regardless of depth
• no burning
• respect for human rights including free Prior and 

informed Consent (fPiC).

sustainable Palm Oil Policy is available online at  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

our sIxth sustAInAbILIty rePort
this report communicates our progress against Policy 
commitments and targets on material topics. Please see 
page 52 for details on scope and reporting framework. this 
report provides all relevant information for stakeholders 
but we encourage the reader to use it alongside the online 
sustainability sections. relevant links are provided in the 
report. 

visit our sustainability home Page at 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/sustainability-home.html

Welcome
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resoLute In our deLIvery
as indoagri celebrates its 10th anniversary as a listed 
Company on the singapore stock Exchange, i am pleased 
to present our 6th sustainability report. we have taken the 
opportunity since 2012 to update all stakeholders annually 
on our sustainability progress. 

sustainability is not a destination, it is a journey of 
continuous improvement. as exposure to sustainability 
risk has evolved and expanded, indoagri has responded, 
by continuously reviewing our approach and updating our 
policies, improving year by year. Our long-term aim is to be 
a leading, integrated agribusiness that satisfies customers 
through low costs, high yields, efficient operations and 
strong teams. Over the medium and long term, we aim to 
deliver policy commitments to ensure the preservation of 
financial, environmental and social value. indoagri’s new 
sustainable Palm Oil Policy 2017 directs our operations and 
suppliers on managing risk and delivering shared value, 
and applies to our entire supply chain. 

in 2017, we made important progress in managing 
sustainability risks and opportunities. i would like to 
highlight some of them here; please read the report for 
further details. 

safety at work and at home is a business priority, our 
management system is embedded across all operations and 
we are encouraging near-miss awareness and reporting. 
Our work on safety is recognised by the indonesian ministry 
of labour with a number of awards, including zero accident 
awards at some of our plantations and mills. no fatalities 
occurred in oil palm operations, but we endured one in 
our rubber business. all of us on the board uphold our 
commitment to eliminate such events. 

related to safety, health and the environment is fire and 
haze. we continue to invest in prevention: 2017 saw 72 new 
fire towers constructed, totalling 183 across our plantations. 
for indoagri, a core element of fire control is engagement: 
awareness-raising work with employees, villages and 
provincial government is a critical part of our sustainability 
journey, and key to reduce and ultimately eliminate fires. 

Other community investment also represents a beacon of 
success as we move forward. i am proud of our flagship cleft 
lip programme: a vital contribution to society in indonesia. 
the team delivered 117 operations in 2017, for 102 people, 
principally children: literally bringing a smile back to their 
faces. Our team actively facilitates this programme, from 
searching for cases, counselling, commissioning surgery, 
post-operative care and speech therapy. 

another important stakeholder group in our sector 
includes smallholder plantations, a significant contributor 
to the indonesian and rural economy. indoagri plasma 
growers are supported by our smallholders Programme 

mainly to improve yields, and their income. we intend 
that they also achieve roundtable on sustainable Palm 
Oil (rsPO) certification which can help drive higher yields.  
i congratulate the team on our first rsPO smallholders 
certification in 2017, covering 1,902 hectares and 749 
farmers as well as excellent progress on the group 
certification project with our partner, the sustainable trade 
initiative (iDh). the benefits for smallholders from working 
with indoagri can also be seen in our new video available in 
our website.

we manage 389,828 hectares of planted areas (of which 
89,441 hectares are plasma land), and when performance 
on the ground does not match our expectations or align 
with our policies, we actively engaged with a commitment 
to identify root causes and resolve the issue; examples of 
such processes are covered in this report. we have strong 
policies in place relating to labour practices and human 
rights. we comply with the labour laws and regulations 
of the indonesian government and we have no dispute or 
outstanding issues with any of our 10 labour unions or the 
indonesian ministry of labour. 

such risks and opportunities i describe above are in 
scope of third-party certification. we aim to have all palm 
plantation and milling assets certified by the end of 2019. 
at the end of 2017, 53% and 46% of our CPO production was 
certified under rsPO and indonesian sustainable Palm 
Oil (isPO) respectively. we have around 24,000 hectares 
currently awaiting rsPO audit stage 2. 

where the significance of a risk fluctuates, our governance 
arrangements account for it. Our entire board is involved at 
least quarterly, other subgroups and individuals contribute 
to impact identification and responses day-to-day. Our board 
has overall responsibility for sustainability issues, validates 
material environment, social and governance (Esg) factors 
and oversees their management and monitoring. 

Our work on sustainability unofficially began from the 
ground up 25 years ago. we first commercialised seed 
innovation in 1983 and began natural pest control in 1997. 
Our subsidiaries were rsPO members by 2007, and based 
on over 30 years of seed breeding, we continue to produce 
higher-yielding oil palm seeds, to optimise land use. 
sustainability has become core to our operations and we 
aim to continue with resolute steps to deliver against our 
commitments through continuous improvement.

mark Wakeford
Chief Executive Officer

CEO's statement
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  At a Glance

IndoAgri
a vertically integrated agribusiness 
model to produce palm oil, rubber, 
sugar, timber, cocoa and tea.

vision
to be a world-class  
agribusiness leading in  
research, seed breeding  
and processing.

our mission
meeting the world’s food  
needs sustainably as a low-cost,  
high yield operator delivering  
highest quality products.

deforestation is a priority issue. 

another year of zero clearance of primary forest

100% of sites have hCv management Plans and 
rehabilitation Plans in place

no new planting on peat regardless of depth
since september 2013

26 Palm oil mills 
fresh fruit bunch (ffb) 
processing capacity –  
6.6m tonnes

5 refineries 
CPO processing  
capacity – 1.4m tonnes

300,387 hectares 
nucleus planted area
at the end of 2017: 82%  
oil palm

247,630 hectares nucleus 
86,182 hectares plasma

sustainable Palm oil 
Policy 2017, responsible 
supplier guidelines 2017
Our Policy embraces our  
CPO suppliers too. the supplier 
guidelines have been enhanced 
to clarify expectations of all  
CPO suppliers. 

targets 
we have 19 targets in place across  
key issue areas, interim indications 
show we are on track to meet them.
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At a glance

child labour 
no registered worker is under 18 

more assets becoming  
rsPO/isPO-certified to help 
strengthen delivery of Policy  
on zero tolerance

organic 
fertiliser  
89% of total 
volume of fertiliser  
used is organic energy and water 

2% reduction in  
energy consumption  
at palm oil mills  
(2016 baseline)

0.2% reduction in  
water consumption per 
ffb processed in palm oil 
mills (2016 baseline)

People
72,023 total workforce

22% of our workforce is female

69% of our employees are registered 
with a union, the remainder are 
covered by a company regulation

food safety management 
Our tanjung Priok refinery 
has food safety management 
standard (fsms) certification  
for fssC 22000

Paraquat-free  
100% of estates 
Paraquat-free by 
end of march 2018

 safety 
 accident severity  
 rate (including   
 casual labour) 
down by 70% at 71.7 

Palm Oil: Zero fatalities (one 
fatality in rubber operations)  

Zero accident award in seven units

93% of our sites are now set  
up for smK3

rsPo-certified production 
447,000 tonnes, or 53% of total 
CPO produced in 2017

IsPo-certified production 
389,000 tonnes, or 46% of total 
CPO produced in 2017
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smALLhoLders certIfIcAtIon: the chALLenges,  
the benefIts
as part of indoagri’s smallholders Programme (page 34), 
3,144 independent smallholders (our ex-plasma) covering 
6,141 hectares in south sumatra are working to achieve 
rsPO certification, guided by us and partner iDh.

KuD teratai biru was the first of the four cooperatives to 
achieve rsPO certification. we report here on the experience 
on the ground, through the words of Pairan, its group manager. 

Pairan states that rsPO certification is good for 
smallholders, “rsPO aims for environmental and social 
sustainability on the ground, and we want to use it so we can 
be more widely recognised for our efforts”. he acknowledges 
that the process involves change and improvements, for 
example in harvesting, upkeep, fertilising, spraying and 
other activities. 

Pairan then notes that the adaptation process for some 
can be slow, simply due to a lack of awareness about the 
practice of sustainable palm oil cultivation. but, as Pairan 
observes, “the hard work and challenges are surmountable 
over time.” the KuDs believe in the benefits, “in the future, 
smallholders will be more advanced, so buyers of rsPO 
products can be more confident in us, this will encourage 
further certification, stronger markets and greater 
production capacity.” said Pairan. 

community impact 
Our cleft lip programme
continues to deliver: 117
operations, 102 beneficiaries  
in 2017, 50 volunteers

Indonesian rural 
climate change 
mitigation and adaptation 
all units in riau now have 
PrOKlim projects in place

national awards  
for 3 villages in  
riau estates

education facilities  

145 Day care centres

182 schools 

988 teachers

21,474 students

20 rumah Pintar

health facilities   

192 Clinics 

52 Doctors 

206 Posyandus 

269 midwives/nurses

At a glance

Pairan, a group manager of KuD teratai biru that received rsPO 
smallholders certification in 2017
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the most Beautiful smiles

A spotlight on those who deliver

Part of indoagri’s solidarity Programme, our Cleft lip surgery 
programme expresses the spirit of human compassion in 
action. it boldly begins with the noble surgeon, Dr. arend K. 
Ponggawa spb, spb-rE, that inspired indoagri to run the 
programme. he treats cleft lip sufferers too impoverished 
to afford the operation. but, by extension, he also helps 
their families, for it is an act of care that creates ripples of 
improvement and opportunity for them all. 

what happens in the Programme? we facilitate all stages, 
from searching for cases, pre-operation family counselling, 
pre-operative examination, surgery, and then to post-
operative care or speech therapy. Close links with families 
and communities follow, and partners, doctors, medical 
teams, volunteers, patients and families all, in some way, 
become part of the wider indoagri family.

who is eligible? the support is aimed at children with a cleft 
lip or cleft palate, usually aged three months to two years; 
this is the age at which facial aesthetics and speech recovery 
are optimised. in 2017, the collaborative team delivered 117 
operations on 102 patients: another successful year. indoagri 
has targeted to fully sponsor the medical intervention of at 
least 1,000 children in indonesia. since 2014, 254 successful 
treatments have been delivered to 230 children and 50 
people have volunteered in the programme. Our partners 
include the following, to whom, along with countless others, 

we extend our gratitude:
• sumber waras hospital
• Columbia asia hospital 
• Doris sylvanus hospital – Palangkaraya
• awal bros hospital – batam
• Prof. Dr Kandou Central general hospital – manado
• siloam hospital – manado 
• royal taruma hospital – Jakarta 
• indonesian midwives association 
• indonesia association of Plastic surgeon (PEraPi) 
• the indonesian army 
• Daai tv
• buddha tzu Chi foundation 
• Pt indomarco Prismatama

the Cleft lip programme represents a vital contribution to 
society in indonesia. it is our flagship community programme 
and we are proud of it. we look forward to deepen the 
relationships with our partners and offering new hope and 
strength for families across the country.  

"Every time i see a parent of a patient’s face,  
i see complete hope in their eyes. and there will 
always be new patients, so i hope indoagri's 
cleft lip surgery project grows ever greater, and 
that it brings together ever more partners and 
doctors. we can ill-afford to ignore a programme 
that offers such significant, life-long benefits to 
patients.” Dr arend K. Ponggawa spb, spb-rE.

since 1990, Dr. arend has been called on to 
help underprivileged children with physical 
defects of cleft lip and cleft palate. starting 
from cooperation with a foundation, he has 
been involved in volunteering cleft lip surgery 
for over 26 years in various social activities. his 
friendly smile and gentleness became the spirit 
and strength for the patients and their families.  
Dr. arend believes that his interventions as a 
doctor are guided not solely by technical skill 
but also helped by a divine hand nurturing the 
patient's quality of life. he is an inseparable 
part of the programme so far and we hope he 
will honour us by being an indispensable part 
of its future.

Dr. arend K. Ponggawa spb, spb-rE

"Thank you IndoAgri, 
now Yohanan plays 
cheerfully with his  
friends and smiles 
beautifully" 

yane, mother of yohanan, a one year old patient
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Sustainability in Palm Oil: our Approach

We continue to make progress in achieving responsible and 
traceable supplies by integrating sustainable practices in 
our business and supply base. 

sustainable management practices aim to respond to risks 
and opportunities related to the environment, communities 
and other stakeholders. delivery of policy commitments 
depends on well-trained personnel, formal processes, an 
accountable culture, and partnership with stakeholders.

We set sustainability goals and targets to improve our 
performance. We focus on material topics as a way to achieve 
our long-term goals.

key Industry trends
Palm oil demand continues to grow, it represents around 65% 
of global export trade in vegetable oils. it is a versatile crop: 
half of all consumables in supermarkets contain palm oil. it 
is a significant driver of economic growth in southeast asia as 
indonesian production increased from just over 19m tonnes 
in 2008 to 32m tonnes in 20161. indonesia is now the largest 
producer of palm oil. 

it is estimated that the industry employs four million workers 
in southeast asia, and has been part of a huge rural economic 
transformation2. smallholders produce around 40% of it 
despite being hampered by lower yields. Plantation growers, 
regardless of size, need to meet the growing demand with 
more effective use of land resources which will minimise 
the threat to forests, biodiversity and land tenure stability. 
globally, oil palm is the most efficient use of land to produce 
vegetable oils. One hectare of palm is equivalent to at least 
eight hectares of soya bean oil, clearly demonstrating palm’s 
efficient use of land.

however this efficient use of land must also be sustainable. 
the 2016 new york Declaration on forests assessment 
report states that 415 companies active in one or more of 

the four key commodities have made at least one relevant 
commitment to help eliminate deforestation from the 
production of these commodities. in the palm oil supply 
chain, 59% of the companies have committed to commodity-
specific policies3. indoagri is one of them.

Certification continues as a vital part of achieving a sustainable 
palm oil supply. Demand for certified sustainable palm oil 
products is increasing. rsPO reports that, “as at 30 June 2017, 
plantations covering a total of 3.2 million hectares across 16 
countries are rsPO-certified, an increase of 14% since the 
last reporting period with indonesia accounting for 53%”.4 

A systemAtIc APProAch
guided by our mission and values, our team comprises 
professionals with the requisite competences to manage 
material topics and impacts in order to preserve value over 
the long-term. the image on page 7 illustrates our approach. 
the highlights are: 
• actions and targets (pages 10-11) 
• Our partnership with stakeholders (page 7 and online) 
• r&D continued focus on innovations in sustainable 

agriculture (page 23, and annual report page 29)

commitment 
Our vision is to become a leading integrated agribusiness. 
Our mission is to be a high-yield, low-cost producer that 
continuously improves its people, processes and technology 
to deliver at the highest standards of quality. the way we work 
is guided by a set of values that features discipline, integrity 
and respect. Our revised Policy (see welcome page and online) 
commits us to responsible business practices with targets to 
measure progress.

Planning
as our annual report senior management statements show, 
the business accounts for wider macro-trends and risk using 
an Enterprise risk management system. 

1 https://www.indonesia-investments.com/business/commodities/palm-oil/item166? 
2 http://theconversation.com/palm-oil-politics-impede-sustainability-in-southeast-asia-57647
3 world Economic forum, 2017 “the role of the financial sector in Deforestation-free supply Chains“ page 3 prepared by the tropical forest 

alliance 2020, vivid Economics, and world Economic forum. 
4 rsPO impact report 2017 page 8

Our business helps meet a growing global demand for palm oil. 
When grown responsibly, palm oil is an efficient use of scarce 
land resources and an important contribution to the national and 
rural economy. Efficiency and innovation contribute to sustainable 
agriculture, resilient communities and safer workplaces.
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for more detail on our Programmes, certifications, management systems, r&D innovation and team organisation please see  
http://www.indofoodagri.com

this is supported by solid governance arrangements, 
accountability and transparency. we apply innovation and 
r&D to invigorate assets, we improve integration and 
diversity, and we apply these ultimately to drive growth in 
domestic and international markets. 

we run six Programmes that set out to deliver improvement 
across a range of key issues, details are available on our 
sustainability web pages and page 8.

Action
Policies, commitments and programmes are redundant 
without people taking action on the ground. we innovate at 
various points from seed to shelf. Our r&D team develops 
new ways to improve yields. we use management systems 
and standard operating procedures (sOPs) to maintain 
quality and drive improvements in personal safety, food 
safety, environmental management, and information 
control, for example. achieving certifications such as rsPO, 
isPO and Programme for Pollution Control, Evaluation and 
rating (PrOPEr) is coordinated by our sustainability team. 

we engage with various stakeholders including customers, 
communities, suppliers and civil society organisations. 
we generate a response to support how we manage 
risk, opportunity and impact. we apply the precautionary 
principle: the duty to prevent undesirable impacts and 
analyse alternatives in an accountable manner.

Our teams work together to deliver action on the ground, 
and we use training – from PPE practice on the ground 
to board level competence – to enhance technical skills 
and contribute to career management (see page  47). 
Our previous sustainability reports also provide further 
information on specific examples.

Assess and report
Our saP enterprise data system and our sustainability 
information system collate the data required to understand 
progress towards targets (pages 10-11) using ifar metrics 
and gri indicators (page 53). Performance outcomes for 
material topics are evaluated using progress towards 
targets (see below). the targets for the certain material 
topics are inherently a function of the expansion of rsPO/
isPO certification of estates and processing sites. this 
applies to: (i) governance & integrity; (ii) land rights; 
(iii) smallholders engagement and livelihoods; (iv) yield 
maximisation. Evaluation of our approach depends on 
audit (internal and external), performance trends and 
stakeholder feedback. Each review of our report materiality 
assessment will account for changes recorded (see page 8).

for detail on our reporting see 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html

commItment
• mission
• Policies
• Code 
• values

rePortIng
• annual report
• sustainability 

report

Assess to 
ImProve
• indicators
• targets
• Evaluation 

through audit
• materiality 

review ActIon
• r&D
• management systems
• Certifications
• stakeholders engagement
• internal collaboration
• training

PLAnnIng
• government 

policy
• Corporate 

business
• Programmes 

1-6

sustAInAbILIty 
mAnAgement

sustainability in Palm oil: our Approach
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focus on key Issues
Each key material issue, or topic, is managed by teams on the 
ground under a set of six sustainability Programmes. 

in this report, we explain the relevance of a given topic, 
where its impacts occur and how we manage them. the 
management approach (ma) has a specific purpose: it intends 
to establish processes towards measurable improvement 
guided by targets. the ma includes certain components 
such as a Programme, policies and certifications such as 

rsPO and PrOPEr. a management system, for instance, will 
frame tasks to deliver performance against certain standards 
or frameworks. the components provide the basis for 
monitoring, evaluating and improving performance on each 
material issue. this entire set of activities must comply with 
our Policy, in scope and in timeline therein. see table below. 

for specific descriptions of what we are doing, please refer to 
individual performance chapters.

At a glance: how We manage each material topic

topic

management approach Programme

sustain-
able Palm 
oil Policy 

2017 
certification 
rsPo/IsPo 

ProPer/ 
Iso/smk3 fssc 

other – erm 
framework, 

Whistle- 
blowing Policy

growing 
respon-

sibly

sustainable 
Agriculture 

and 
Products

safe and 
traceable 
Products

small-
holders

Work 
and 

estate 
Living

solida-
rity

a. Deforestation 
and land 
management 
(including 
peatland, fire 
control)

ooo o o

b. Environment 
impacts and 
compliance

oo ooo o o o

C. governance 
(transparency, 
integrity,  
anti-corruption, 
risk)

ooo

D. land rights 
including 
scarce land 
resources

oo oo o

E. Occupational 
health and 
safety

ooo o oo o

f. smallholder 
engagement 
and livelihoods

ooo oo

g. Product 
traceability and 
sustainable 
sourcing

ooo

h. Product quality 
and safety ooo ooo

i. yield 
maximisation 
including 
innovation

ooo oo o oo o

J. human rights ooo o

OOO Programme sets strategy, governance, compliance and policy framework; delivery of performance improvement & monitoring
OO Programme contributes indirectly to performance outcomes
O Programme relates to topic, knowledge sharing occurs, relevant teams may interact “on the ground”

sustainability in Palm oil: our Approach
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governAnce ArrAngements for sustAInAbILIty 
indoagri corporate governance safeguards shareholders’ 
interests and complies with relevant laws and regulation. 

the board recognises a high standard of corporate 
governance and transparency as a hallmark of a sustainable 
business. such governance embraces an analysis of 
sustainability risk, the exposure to which is of key interest 
to executive management. Our board actively considers 
sustainability issues, validates material Esg factors and 
oversees their management and monitoring. in addition, 
a detailed discussion and deliberation over specific Esg 
issues takes place at board level. in July 2017, we invited 
external sustainability consultants to engage with our 
board on key sustainability matters such as regulatory 
requirements and developments, progress status on 
projects and key targets.

Overall guidance on sustainability is led by the CEO in 
a think tank that meets regularly and which comprises 
Executive Directors of the group and principal subsidiaries. 
it is supported by Chief Operating Officers, the Erm unit, 
r&D team and sustainability representatives from all 
business units on management of Esg issues. 

Our audit & risk management Committee is updated on a 
quarterly basis on matters relating to material sustainability 
risks and concerns. the CEO also updates the board on 
sustainability performance, engagement and the group’s 
response to issues arising. the CEO personally takes part 
in discussions and correspondence relating to ongoing 
impacts in the field. senior leaders of the sustainability 
team in Jakarta regularly report internally at simP’s board 
level on issues such as process safety and efficiency, 
community investment and supply chain certification. 

engAgement from hQ to grAss roots 
at each board meeting a presentation of sustainability 
performance is made. it represents one channel 
of engagement amongst many for the board on the 
company’s management approach on sustainability. 
sharp focus was given to safety at board level during 
the year to support the efforts to maintain the strong 
performance evident at the time. the insistence on 
zero accidents comes from the top as well as from 
the shop-floor. it is a central part of the revised 
sustainability Policy. the engagement of people is 
core to success: instruments of governance and 
management systems won’t deliver themselves.

rsPo certIfIcAtIon uPdAte 

53%
Our rsPO-certified production in 2017 was 
447,000 tonnes, representing 53% of our 2017 CPO 
production. a further 24,000 hectares of plantation 
are awaiting rsPO stage 2 audits. by 2019 we aim 
to have all of our palm oil production mills and 
plantations certified to rsPO standards. we have 
389,000 tonnes certified under isPO, representing 
46% of our 2017 CPO production. 

headline performance indicators are discussed, changes 
of direction are decided as appropriate, and often in 
consultation with other executives in the indofood group. in 
July 2017 our CEO won the best CEO (mid Cap) award at the 
singapore Corporate governance awards; sustainability is 
a relevant component of the judges’ decision. 

see online for more on programmes, materiality assessment, 
stakeholder engagement, governance, etc) 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

a briefing after harvesting

sustainability in Palm oil: our Approach
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trAckIng PerformAnce, evALuAtIng Progress 

certification achievement and Policy delivery

goal/target status Progress (see pages 28-35)

1 by end 2019: rsPO certification for all nucleus plantations achieved 53% of targeted hectarage*  
(24,000 hectares awaiting rsPO stage 2 audit)

2 by end 2019: rsPO certification for all plasma smallholders estates Extend target to 2020. see page 34 

3 by end 2019: rsPO certification for all mills On track; achieved 14 out of 26 mills*

4 by end 2019: isPO certification for all estates achieved 80% of targeted hectarage*

5 by end 2019: isPO certification for all mills On track; achieved 23 out of 26 mills*

6 by end 2018: rsPO supply Chain certification for three refineries On track; achieved two refineries

7 by 2020: 100% of CPO we refine is sourced in accordance 
with Policy

On track; supplier guidelines enhanced

* figures cover hectarage or number of mills already certified or that have completed rsPO second stage audit and isPO first stage audit. the certificate 
release date is subject to the accreditation period of the certifying body. hectarage data are based on planted areas on 31 December 2017.

reducing environmental impacts

goal/target status Progress (see pages 16-27)

1 by 2018: reduce energy consumption in palm oil mills and 
refineries by 5% and 3% respectively (2016 baseline)

2% reduction in rsPO/PrOPEr mills; remains 
stable for refineries

2 by 2018: reduce water consumption per tonne ffb 
processed in palm oil mills by 3% (2016 baseline)

0.2% reduction in rsPO/PrOPEr mills 
compared to 2016

3 by end 2017: implement hCv rehabilitation plan for each 
plantation site

achieved 100% 

4 by 2018: Phase out the use of Paraquat 100% of all estates Paraquat-free by end of 
march 2018

5 by end 2018: all of our factories and refineries are ready for 
PrOPEr certification*

One mill received green rating. PrOPEr blue 
rating achieved by 10 mills, four refineries (and  
three other crops factories)

* Participation in PrOPEr certification is subject to appointment by the indonesian ministry of Environment and forestry.

Zero harm, productive workforce 

goal/target status Progress (see pages 42-45)

1 Zero fatalities (across total workforce) no fatalities in palm oil, one fatality in rubber

2 by end 2017: for all sites, implement the Occupational 
health and safety programme and complete the baseline 
assessment

93% complete, remaining sites for completion 
in march 2018

3 reduce group accident frequency rate by 10% between  
2018-2020

new target

safe products, healthy food

goal/target status Progress (see pages 36-41)

1 Quality & safety: comply with fssC 22000 food safety standard no incidents of non-compliance with regulations 

2 Quality & safety: Comply with halal certification system 
recognised by the world halal Council

all products are halal certified

3 Quality: complete annual audit on quality assurance at refineries audit completed for all refineries 

4 Quality: complete annual food safety audits for suppliers of raw 
materials (including CPO) to our refineries 

Completed; 72% of supply tonnage to our 
refineries comes from sources that are audited 
annually on food safety.

  achieved           not yet achieved           in progress          new target

sustainability in Palm oil: our Approach
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sustainability in Palm oil: our Approach

certIfIcAtIon Progress

PLAntAtIons mILLs

IsPo certification Progress – Plantations

80%
goal:  
247,630 
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goal: 
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goal: 
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rsPo certification Progress – Plantations

53%
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rsPo certification Progress – mills
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IsPo certification Progress – mills
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At IndoAgri, we operate plantation and processing facilities to produce 
palm oil, rubber, sugar, timber, cocoa and tea. 

Our operations span the entire supply chain, from plantation management 
and crop production, through to refining, branding and marketing of edible 
oil products.

Business overview

15.8
13.8

net sales
(in rp trillion)

Attributable Profit  
(in rp trillion)

2015 (restated) 2016 2017

(0.0)

300,387 
hectares

nucleus planted  
area in indonesia, 
covering all crops 

89,441 
hectares

Plasma planted area 
in indonesia, 

oil palm and rubber

26
Palm Oil 

mills
ffb processing – 

6.6m tonnes

2
sugar mills/
refineries 
Cane crushing –  

2.2m tonnes

5
refineries 

CPO processing –  
1.4m tonnes

Key highlights

14.5

2015 2016 2017

0.4

0.5
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Planted Area (nucleus and Plasma) 2017 Age of our oil Palm trees

 nucleus Palm Oil 64% 

 nucleus rubber 5%

 nucleus sugar 3%

 nucleus Other Crops 5%

 Plasma Palm Oil 22%

 Plasma rubber 1%

 immature 15% 

 4 – 6 years 5%

 7 – 20 years 47%

 > 20 years 33%

cPo sales volume 2017revenue (Internal and external)  
by division 2017

 Plantation 49% 

 Edible Oils and fats 51%

 CPO sold to our 
refineries

63% 

 CPO sold to External 
Parties

37%

average  
15 years old

new Palm oil mill at south sumatra

389,828 
hectares

rp20.6 
trillion

880,000 
tonnes

business overview
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Value Chain - From seed to sales

oIL PALm: our PrIncIPAL croP
we develop and innovate seeds and planting materials. we 
engage in plantation operations. we harvest, mill, refine and 
process CPO into cooking oil, margarine and shortening. since 
64% of our CPO processed in refineries comes from our own 
plantations, we have greater control of ‘value drivers’ relating 
to how we manage sustainability risks and opportunities.

Our oil palm seeds are produced using world-renowned 
breeding populations from southeast asia and africa. we 
have two advanced seed breeding r&D centres: sumbio, in 
north sumatra and Pt sain in Pekanbaru. they produce 
high-yielding seed material, free of genetically modified 
Organisms which attract a premium on the open market.

as of 31 December 2017, our total planted oil palm estates 
were 247,630 hectares, of which 15% were immature estates. 
the average age of our oil palms is 15 years, which is a key 
factor affecting the volume of CPO we can produce. 

we process ffb into CPO in our mills. CPO is refined into 
cooking oil, margarine and shortening. in 2017, our total 
ffb production from our nucleus estates, plasma and third 
parties was 4,043,000 tonnes. these ffb were processed into 
842,000 tonnes of CPO.

other croPs
in 2017, we produced 11,000 tonnes of sheet or cup lump 
rubber from operations in north and south sumatra, East 
Kalimantan and sulawesi. around half of it is exported to 
countries such as singapore, the us and uK. 

Our sugar operations are found in indonesia, brazil and 
the Philippines, partly managed through joint venture and 
other investments. in 2017, we produced 870,000 tonnes of 
sugar, and 224,000 m3 of ethanol for export and domestic 
markets. Our sugar joint venture, Cmaa, achieved bonsucro 
certification for 893,000 tonnes of sugar cane harvested 
from 12,345 hectares, representing just under a quarter of 
total production. the target is to achieve 100% bonsucro 
certification by 2021. similarly to palm oil, we run a sugar 
smallholders programme, supporting the purchase of seed 
cane and fertilisers.

our edIbLe oIL Products
nearly 90% of our branded edible oil and fats are sold in the 
domestic market, the remainder is exported.

in indonesia, our cooking oils are sold under the leading 
brands bimoli, bimoli spesial, Delima and happy. Our 
consumer margarine and shortening are marketed under 
the Palmia and amanda brands, while their industrial 
equivalents are Palmia, simas, amanda, malinda and 
Delima.

capturing value Across the entire supply chain

upstream downstream

r&d/seed  
breeding Plantations mills/

refineries
finished  
products distribution

Our finished products – cooking oil and margarine

business overview
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south 
AmerIcA

Legend oil Palm

sugar cane

rubber

timber

cocoa

tea

refinery

sugar mill

south 
eAst AsIA

sIngAPore

sumatra

Java

Kalimantan sulawesi

IndonesIA

PhILIPPInes

brAZIL

minas 
gerais

Regional Presence

our PLAntAtIons And refInerIes

Indonesia
indoagri owns strategically located estates and production 
facilities across indonesia. the group’s planted area 
occupies 300,387 hectares. Oil palm dominates our 
plantation operations. Estates are largely located in 
sumatra and Kalimantan, while our refineries are mainly 
found in Jakarta, medan, surabaya and bitung.

brazil
indoagri has a 50% interest in Cmaa, which operates 49,204 
hectares of planted sugar cane, of which 45% is company 
owned and 55% belongs to third parties.

Philippines
indoagri has a 30% interest in fP natural resources limited, 
which owns a 62.9% shareholding in rhi, the largest integrated 
sugar business in the Philippines.

see also detail on our mill and plantation locations, on pages  
152-153 of our annual report 2017.

Indonesia

247,630
hectares of

oil palm

Indonesia

19,869 
hectares of

rubber

Indonesia

12,618
hectares of
sugar cane

Indonesia

20,270
hectares of
other crops

brazil

49,204
hectares of
sugar cane

business overview

Where we operate
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turnera subulata helps control pests naturally and reduces reliance on pesticides

Environmental Performance



We protect eco-systems and use resources efficiently so that  
we can meet the expectations of our stakeholders and preserve 
the environment. 

In this section
we explain how we are doing on delivering our commitments to zero deforestation, no 
peatland planting, fire control and resource efficiency. 

Progress headlines

fIghtIng 
deforestAtIon

fIre controL, 
hAZe 
reductIon

PeAtLAnd 
mAnAgement

resource 
effIcIency

• no primary 
forest clearance 
on our sites. 

• no degradation  
of hCv areas

• hCs study 
completed  
at 11 estates

• improved fire 
risk control 

• indoagri 
invested  
in a further  
72 fire towers, 
bringing our 
total to 183

• another year of 
no new planting 
on peatlands 
under our 
control

• water levels 
maintained in 
peatlands under 
our control

• 99% of milling fuel  
is renewable 

• 14% reduction in 
greenhouse gas 
emission (ghg) per 
tonne CPO since 2016

• 24 Energy managers 
trained on isO 50001

• 20 years of breeding 
barn Owls for rodent 
control

Issue boundaries

r&d, seed  
breeding

Plantation  
nucleus, Plasma mills, refineries finished product 

distribution consumers

Environmental impacts principally occur in the 
origination and manufacturing stages of our 
business. stakeholders affected by, and who 
may influence, such impacts:
• Employees
• smallholders
• Communities
• investors
• Customers 
• Civil society organisations 

environmental Performance
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the Issues
we have a social, environmental and commercial 
responsibility to use resources efficiently to minimise 
negative impacts. we formally evaluate environmental 
risks for their impacts on the business and on the value 
represented by eco-systems, riparian areas and local 
communities.

land use is a major factor influencing the health of 
ecosystems and climate change. Careful land management 
and tenure agreements will help to lower harmful emissions 
and preserve biodiversity value while respecting human 
rights and families’ livelihoods. in addition, peatland 
drainage and fire create significant negative environmental 
impacts, such as methane emissions and transboundary 
haze. industrial sites and transportation should be operated 
efficiently within resource constraints, alongside waste 
minimisation and pollution control as part of the transition 
towards to a lower carbon economy. 

our resPonse 
targets drive performance and track progress. 

Our Policy sets environmental commitments on material 
issues for us and our supply chain, using responsible 
supplier guidelines (see responsible sourcing chapter 
page 28). 

Environmental improvements are guided by the six 
Programmes (page 8), an important focus of which is 
improving use of land and smallholders environmental 
practices. 

we have put in place an Enterprise risk management 
framework and whistle-blowing mechanism to ensure 
compliance with relevant environmental requirements. 
working towards our target, Environmental management 
systems, due for isO certification by end 2019, have been 
implemented in 65% of our mills, refineries, estates 
compared to 61% in 2016.

reducing environmental impacts

goal/target status Progress

1 by 2018: reduce energy consumption in palm oil mills and 
refineries by 5% and 3% respectively (2016 baseline)

2% reduction in rsPO/PrOPEr mills; remains 
stable for refineries

2 by 2018: reduce water consumption per tonne ffb 
processed in palm oil mills by 3% (2016 baseline)

0.2% reduction in rsPO/PrOPEr mills 
compared to 2016

3 by end 2017: implement hCv rehabilitation plan for each 
plantation site

achieved 100% 

4 by 2018: Phase out the use of Paraquat 100% of all estates Paraquat-free by end of 
march 2018

5 by end 2018: all of our factories and refineries are ready for 
PrOPEr certification*

One mill received green rating. PrOPEr blue 
rating achieved by 10 mills, four refineries (and  
three other crops factories)

* Participation in PrOPEr certification is subject to appointment by the indonesian ministry of Environment and forestry.

  achieved           in progress

scoPe of dAtA

Our data relate to all rsPO/PrOPEr certified and audited palm oil operations, unless otherwise stated. Partial year 
data are included for one mill that ceased operation in april 2017. 

environmental Performance
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engAge to Protect   
Community relations are part of hCv management 
at the core of building trust and consent. Each hCv 
team has a formal dialogue process with relevant 
stakeholders about hCv land management, 
including monitoring, wildlife, signage, borders, 
and any disturbances. During planting we aim 
to clarify land ownership and land rights. Our 
land acquisition process complies with the 
indonesian law and regulations, and applies the 
fPiC principle under our Policy. it makes good 
business sense to ensure that our process does 
not threaten supply resilience and where we 
have rsPO certification, we can be confident that 
engagement, land rights and ownership rights  
are respected. 

PeAt feAts   
we continue to promote the benefits of canal 
engineering techniques that show farmers a 
rapid solution to stop peatlands drying out. 
this work stems from projects begun in 2015. 
we continue to monitor water levels on estates 
using peat subsidence measurement, gis remote 
sensing, 3D flood risk modelling. since early 
2016 we installed additional drainage channels, 
water gates and service road overflows to 
ensure appropriate water distribution during dry 
seasons, depending on local requirements.

forests 
by 2017, it is estimated that around 60% of the palm oil 
industry operators and traders had a 'no deforestation' 
commitment – see ours in our Policy on our sustainability 
home web page. there is an increased awareness of 
reputational and social risks of deforestation in the food 
and agriculture sectors. 
 
responsible agribusinesses have agreed to eliminate 
deforestation, and indoagri has included policies which 
preserve areas of hCv and hCs within our operations. 
Prior to any new planting we use the hCs approach toolkit 
which allows estates to quantify carbon stocks of assets 
and gauge fPiC in the community.

In 2017, we recorded no primary forest clearance and 
no degradation of hcv areas

indoagri has under its control some areas of hCv. 
Consequently, we have hCv management Plans at all 
of our plantations including rsPO-certified and non-
certified sites. such Plans are based on an assessment 
by an accredited third-party. additionally, we have been 
conducting a hCs study at 11 estates in south sumatra. 
we have also conducted hCv training for independent 
smallholders there – please see page 34 for details.

In 2 17, we recorded:
- No primary forest   
  clearance
- No degradation of   
  HCV areas.

PeAtLAnd ProtectIon     
indoagri complies with indonesia’s government 
regulations including the recently-issued no. 
71/2014, which prohibits:
• clearing new land relating to forthcoming 

protection/cultivation zones;
• cutting drainage channels that may dry out peat;
• intentionally burning peatlands and/or being 

negligent in extinguishing unintentional fires;
• performing other activities that result in 

damage exceeding standards stipulated under 
the law. 

environmental Performance

going further, to help deliver what our management Plan 
sets out, 100% of our sites have hCv rehabilitation Plans 
up and running. they aim to deliver enriched biodiversity 
and/or afforestation in existing hCv areas, especially 
riparian area. 

PeAtLAnd
Our Policy commits us to no planting on peat regardless 
of depth. In 2017 our records show that new planting 
was avoided and water levels were maintained in all 
peatlands under our control. for established plantations, 
we ensure the implementation of best management  
Practices for peat to manage and improve the ecological 
functions of peatland within and adjacent to our 
concessions. Peatlands are a major source of carbon 
emissions when drained or burned, and indonesia has 
introduced legislation banning planting on peat soils. 
External monitoring of the sector is intensifying: for 
example, the intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
and global forest watch Climate have published guidance 
and mapping of CO2 emissions from drained peatlands 
across indonesia and malaysia.
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alongside our Policy commitments, it is important to 
note that where our assets are rsPO-certified, peatland 
is protected, explicitly under rsPO Principle 7. Our hCv 
management approach described above also embraces 
peatland (categories hCv3 and hCv4, note that they 
exclude carbon storage as an ecosystem service). 
additionally, maintaining a minimum water table depth 
for our existing cultivated peatland is a top priority, and 
nucleus planting programmes have to be approved at 
Executive board level. we also promote strict peatland 
management to plasma and independent smallholders.

fIre
burning drained peatland or forest – accidentally or 
otherwise – will likely result in transboundary haze, the 
resultant economic costs and health hazards of which are 
significant.

monitoring and engagement are crucial. Our fire experts 
work in landscapes with a complex mix of land types; 
manmade fires can occur, and spread, across most types. 
we recognise that 2016 saw a longer wet season resulting 
from la niña that helped stem the threat. 2017 has seen 
a return to the heightened levels of risk, affecting areas 
where we operate such as west Kalimantan and south 
sumatra. figures from the Environment and forestry 
ministry and nOaa satellite sources suggest that hotspot 
numbers nationally were higher than in 2016. the 
indonesian government, meanwhile, is aiming for stricter 
fire controls and declared emergency status in some 
areas in 2017.

in coordination with the local government and community in 
the field, we delivered 223 fire control training days during 
2017 (2016: 124 days). the Environment ministry uses joint 
fire patrols, and regional disaster mitigation agencies work 
with the military and the police on prevention; we aim to 
support them where possible. 

during 2017, our analysis indicated an improved level of 
fire risk control on assets we manage.

the way indoagri controls fires is systematic but it also 
depends on local engagement to achieve results. in 2017 
we invested in an additional 72 fire towers and once again 
worked with local government, village chiefs, and local 
communities to build local capacity and knowledge to 
prevent fires. the key change is switching from traditional 
clearance using fire to modern approaches, supported 
by villages and businesses, such as the government-
sponsored “fire aware Community” (masyarakat Peduli 
api) programme. we continue to help such communities 
in high-risk areas. 

Our 72 new fire towers, new equipment and training are 
helping to deliver on the commitment to zero burning on 
all assets (indoagri and suppliers) in line with our Policy. 
indoagri’s Erm team uses satellite data to gauge the risk, 

while operational teams ensure that land preparation is 
done mechanically and that good practice is shared. 

WhAt A benchmArk sIte cAn be LIke   
the ministry of Environment and forestry, along with 
other relevant partners, is developing ghg emission 
tools and a national default value for the palm oil 
sector. One of our lonsum rsPO sites was selected 
as a benchmark site in this work. the data will help 
companies improve their ghg calculations and will 
help the government to understand environmental 
performance in the agribusiness sector.

energy And ghg
Process efficiency leads to lower costs, fewer carbon 
emissions and a better shareholder return.  

we continue to consolidate good management practices 
on site. Our sustainability team is focused on resource 
efficiency and works with colleagues from indofood group. 
supported by energy studies in 2016, the goal is to identify 
energy savings and earmark more sites with energy 
efficiency opportunities.  

Our fire patrol team in riau estate

environmental Performance
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Energy consumption per tonne ffb processed (energy 
intensity) at our mills fell to 3.12 gJ/tonne in 2017. again, 
99% of milling fuel is renewable shell and fibre by-products. 

Energy consumption per tonne of material produced in our 
refineries remain stable since 2015. 6% of fuel used in our 
refineries is from renewable biomass (6% in 2015).

energy mAnAgement stAndArds At Work        
the Energy management system standard, isO 50001,  
specifies the requirements for an organisation 
to implement, maintain and improve an energy 
management system, enabling continual improvement 
in energy performance and efficiency. Our energy 
managers received training on the standard in 2017. 

indonesia transitioned from a robust energy exporter 
in 2000 to become an importing nation faced with 
growing domestic demand and rising costs. the 
ministry of Energy and mineral resources (mEmr) 
drafted a national Energy Conservation Plan and the 
government’s national standardization agency adopted 
isO 50001 in 2012 as indonesian national standard for 
energy management systems.  

environmental Performance

mills: energy consumption 2017  

2015 2016 2017

energy consumption  gj ('000)  %  gj ('000)  %  gj ('000)  % 

fibre 8,589 73 7,292 74  6,979 73

Palm shell 3,004 26 2,520 25 2,421 26

total from renewable fuel 11,593 99 9,812 99  9,400 99

Diesel 94 1 110 1 109 1

total from non renewable fuel 94 1 110 1    109 1

total energy consumption 11,687 100 9,922 100 9,509 100

gj/tonne ffb Processed 3.15  3.19  3.12

note: Our intensity figures refer to the energy types listed for mills and refineries as shown and are based on energy consumed within the 
organisation. Data are not currently available on the overall breakdown of electrical, heating, cooling and steam energy consumed: we are 
reviewing the data on these. no energy is sold off site.  also, our arta Kencana mill ceased operation in april 2017, therefore only partial year 
figures for that site are used.

refineries: energy consumption 2017

2015 2016 2017

energy consumption  gj ('000)  %  gj ('000)  %  gj ('000)  % 

Palm shell 89 5 96 6 111 6

total from renewable fuel                  89 5 96 6 111 6

Diesel* 101 6 198 11 119 6

Coal 515 30 501 28 489 27

gas** 913 53 884 50 1,011 56

Electricity 98 6 90 5 90 5

total from non renewable fuel 1,627 95 1,673 94 1,709 94

total energy consumption 1,716 100 1,769 100 1,820 100

gj/tonne material produced 0.25   0.24 0.25 

* Diesel including high speed Diesel Oil and marine fuel Oil.
** gas including liquefied natural gas (lng) and Compressed natural gas (Cng) 
note: Data from four refineries (out of five) are based on consumption per tonne of material processed, in six processes: (i) tank yard (ii) refining 

CPO (iii) fractionation (iv) margarine (v) cooking oil filling and (vi) finished goods warehousing. Data are not currently available on the 
breakdown of electrical, heating, cooling and steam energy consumed.

 restatement of energy consumption data from previous years is due to improved calculation method. [gri 102-48]
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greenhouse gAs emIssIons
the primary ghg emission source at indoagri is land 
conversion: measurable changes in carbon stock during 
the development of plantations. we note that 24.9% of 
indoagri’s ghg emissions are the result of low-level 
methane emissions from peat, rather than from its 
disturbance. Other sources are from burning fuels, POmE 
emissions and nitrous oxide emissions from fertilisers. 

total net emissions in 2017 for each tonne of CPO and palm 
kernel (PK) were 1.54 tonnes CO2e (2016: 1.79 tonnes CO2e). 

Emissions related to transport of CPO to four refineries 
were 0.07 tonnes CO2e per tonne CPO transported (2016: 
0.05 tonnes CO2e/tonne CPO).

Our three aerated bunker composters (including one 
at our new Kencana sari mill) continue to reduce 
methane emissions by 30%-70% compared with standard  
composting.

ghg emissions 

emission (tonnes co2e/tonne of cPo)

emission sources ref no* description 2015 2016 2017

Direct Emission Estate 1 land conversion  0.98 1.16 0.95 

Direct Emission Estate 2 Peat emissions  0.69 0.78 0.63 

Direct Emission Estate 3 n2O from fertilisers        0.20 0.21 0.21 

Direct Emission mill 4 methane from POmE 0.47 0.46 0.46 

Direct Emission mill 5 fuel usage in the mill 0.01 0.01 0.01 

indirect Emission 6 CO2 emissions from fertiliser 0.07 0.06 0.09 

scope 3/transportation Emission 7 fuel usage in the field 0.04 0.05 0.04 

Direct Emission Estate 9 Outgrower 0.28 0.17 0.12 

total emissions from mills and 
estate operations

A 2.74 2.90 2.51 

Carbon sinks 10 b Crop & hCv sequestration (0.92) (1.07) (0.91)

Carbon Credits 11-12 c  sale of PK shells and 
export of excess electricity to 
housing grid 

(0.03) (0.04) (0.06)

net emissions from operations A+b+c 1.79 1.79 1.54                    

* reference numbers refer to the diagram available on the environmental section of indoagri's sustainability web pages. 
note 1:  gases included in the calculations are carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide and methane. Calculations are based on site-specific data and 

published defaults (emissions factors and gwP's) using the rsPO Palm ghg Calculator v3.0.1. transportation data are excluded in the 
new version. the calculation relates only to plantations and mill sites under our operational and financial control.

note 2:  the ghg emission data in 2015 and 2016 are based on 10 rsPO-certified mills and 28 estates. an additional one mill and two estates are 
included in the 2017 calculation.  

2017 ghg emission sources

 land Conversion 38.0%

 Peat Emissions 24.9%

 n2O from fertilisers 8.4%

 methane from POmE 18.1%

 mill fuel use 0.5%

 C02 from fertliser 3.6%

 field fuel use 1.8%

 Outgrower 4.7%

environmental Performance
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AgrIcuLturAL InPuts
in the field we adjust how we cultivate, in the laboratory 
we research improvements. Demand for palm oil in 
food and other products continues to grow globally, but 
whilst land is finite we are working with an efficient and 
high-yielding crop. we continue our efforts to maximise 
that yield at nucleus and plasma plantations and with 
independent smallholders. the main focus areas relevant 
to the environment are:

• Crop health: fighting pests and diseases for productivity 
and waste minimisation, using only government-
approved crop protection agents. 

• yield: careful fertiliser dosages, precision agronomy. 
• Physical protection: using hydrology and ecology to promote  

beneficial plants, insects, and soil micro-fauna.
• handling and safety: all operatives are trained and 

qualified on safe handling, storage and spraying.

fertILIser mAnAgement
in the field and in the laboratory we work to improve our 
soils and water quality using a blend of precise fertiliser 
dosage and natural improvements. it depends on soil 
productivity and the age of the trees in each plantation 
block. whilst we administer fertiliser during planting 
and replanting we also use leguminous cover crops to 
manage atmospheric nitrogen and improve the soil. we 
also recycle empty fruit branches (Efb) and POmE for use 
as a soil improver. 89% of total volume fertiliser used is 
organic. inorganic fertiliser use increased because the 
nutrient status derived from our leaf analyses showed a 
requirement for higher dosages.

reseArch And InnovAtIon Are crucIAL to 
effIcIent LAnd use   
we collect data to analyse and improve yield on a 
block-by-block basis, with untapped yield potential if 
done tree by tree. we are also looking at expanding 
mechanised fertiliser application technologies, as 
well as crop resilience, and enhancing good estate 
management practices. 

Our other r&D work recognises environmental 
risk too. as well as integrated pest and disease 
management (iPm) we research soil and water 
conservation, fertiliser management, recycling mill 
by-products, training and collaboration.

446.9
547.0

fertiliser consumption
('000 tonnes)

512.1

2015 2016 2017

Pesticide consumption
(‘000 litres)

note:   scope of data is rsPO-certified/audited estates;  
39 sites in 2017. 

note:   scope of data is rsPO-certified/audited estates;  
39 sites in 2017. 

2015 2016 2017

 Organic fertilisers   inorganic fertilisers

 herbicides   Paraquat   fungicides   insecticides  
 rodenticides

59.8 37.2 64.3

205.0

19.0
40.3

60.5
4.0

130.9

39.4

63.3

79.4

4.8

117.9

29.6
32.4

3.1
32.1

environmental Performance

a mechanised fertiliser application in south sumatra estate
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croP heALth
whilst pesticide use varies from year to year in all 
agribusinesses, we apply iPm to achieve a variety of benefits 
such as cost savings, lower risk to human health and richer 
biodiversity. On indoagri estates we suppress weeds using 
leguminous cover crops, we encourage natural habitats for 
predators of leaf-eating insects and we continue with our 
successful barn Owl rodent control programme.

in 2017, we celebrated 20 years of barn Owls breeding! 
Our annual brood of around 12,000 owlets takes place 
on our estates in riau, south sumatra and Kalimantan. 
Clear benefits result from lower use of rodenticides in our 
plantations.

2  years!
In 2 17, we celebrated  
2  years of breeding Barn 
Owls for natural,biological 
rodent control”

we have eliminated the use of Paraquat from our operations 
in north sumatra a year earlier than targeted. from april 
2017 indoagri ceased all purchasing of Paraquat from all 
estates. indoagri complies with government regulations 
(Komite Pestisida) on restricted pesticides. 

barn owls for rodent control,  shown here in an estate in riau

environmental Performance
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Water consumption in mills
(‘000 m3)

2015 2016 2017

 Consumption  ‘000 m3   ratio m3/tonne

0.96 0.95 0.95

3,572.1
2,964.4 2,897.6 

Water consumption in refineries
(‘000 m3)

0.10 0.09

note:   Data from four refineries based on water 
consumption per tonne of material processed, 
in six processes: (i) tank yard (ii) refining CPO (iii) 
fractionation (iv) margarine (v) cooking oil filling 
and (vi) finished goods warehousing. Calculations 
are based on metered volumes. water content 
of product is excluded. restatement of water 
consumption data from previous years is due to 
improved calculation method. [gri 102-48]

 Consumption  ‘000 m3   ratio m3/tonne

655.2
712.5

0.10

695.2

whilst the chart shows an increase in herbicides due to 
replanting activity, our iPm, monitoring and biological 
control programmes are helping to reduce the use of 
inorganic and organic treatments overall. 

WAter
water intensity at mills and refineries remains stable. 
recognised as a globally important resource, water is 
managed carefully at our estates, mills and refineries. 
Our plantations are entirely watered by rainfall, 84% of 
mill water is from rivers; 75% of refinery water is from 
municipal sources; the proportions from groundwater 
and reverse osmosis are 23% and 2% respectively. water 
used in offices and site accommodation is rain-fed. all 
plantation site water is subject to formal environmental 
controls (amDal) and is within the scope of hCv 
assessment (page 19). 

• at our mills: we use 0.95 m3 of water per tonne product 
milled (no change from 2016). 

• at our refineries: we use 0.09 m3 per tonne of produced 
refined, a reduction of 8% compared to 2016 levels.

refinery at tanjung Priok

note:  Data from rsPO- and PrOPEr certified/audited palm 
oil mills (17 out of 24 mills). water consumption ratio 
covers industrial usage per mill. ratio is based on 
average consumption in m3 per tonne of ffb processed. 

environmental Performance

2015 2016 2017
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environmental Performance

WAste mAnAgement 
symbolic of good environmental ‘housekeeping’, waste 
management is core to effective process efficiency and cost 
control. Our sites have waste management arrangements 
in compliance with indonesian regulations and waste 
minimisation that is guided by PrOPEr and isO14000 
processes. 

• at our mills: we produce an average of 2.3 tonnes  
of hazardous waste at our mills (2016: 1.95 tonnes). 

• at our refineries: we produced a total of 30,032 tonnes 
of hazardous waste at our refineries, 72% of which is 
spent earth. 

most solid waste and effluent from milling becomes 
compost or feedstock for our boilers. 

note:   Data from four refineries. “Others” consist of batteries, filter oil, 
lubricants, electric lamps, rags, clinical waste, carbon waste, 
sludge waste, used nickel catalysts, contaminated packaging 
and gloves, and used print cartridges.

hazardous Waste in refineries 2017

 spent Earth 72.6% 

 fly bottom ash 25.7%

 Others 1.7%

mill effluents 

 median bOD  
 maximum limit on government regulation

 median bOD  
 maximum limit on government regulation

5,000

2,602.0

2,476.0

2,686.5

2017

2016

2015

75

9.0

9.0

10.0

2017

2016

2015

refinery effluents

note:   Data from rsPO and/or PrOPEr audited, certified mills. 
“Others” comprise rags, electric lamps, paint cans, clinical and 
laboratory waste, used cartridges, and contaminated goods.

 lubricants 72.7% 

 battery 7.0%

 Oil filter 8.3%

 Chemical Pail 7.6%

 Others 4.4%

hazardous Waste in mills 2017

mill effluent discharge remains stable and in compliance 
with regulatory control; it is spread on land as a soil 
improver. mill wastewater, such as POmE, is treated on site; 
an aerated bunker composting system is in place at three 
mill sites.

• mill effluent volume: in 2017, we discharged 1,710,126 m3  
of wastewater from our 17 certified/audited mills, down 
1.5% (2016: 1,735,893 m3).

• mill effluent quality: the median biological Oxygen 
Demand (bOD) was 2,602 mg/l at 17 certified/audited 
sites (2016: 2,476).

refinery effluent discharge remains stable and in 
compliance with regulatory controls; it is sent to wastewater 
treatment plants prior to release into water courses or 
municipal sewers.

• in 2017, we discharged 204,701 m3 of refinery wastewater 
(2016: 288,239 m3). 
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environmental Performance

no spills of effluent, CPO or diesel were recorded in 2017 
during harvesting, processing or transportation. no fines 
or sanctions related to environmental regulations were 
imposed on indoagri in 2017.

we do not use recycling or take-back systems for 
packaging materials. Other waste, from offices and site 
accommodation for example, is not recorded.

scoPe of dAtA
Our data and targets relate to rsPO/PrOPEr 
certified and audited sites, unless otherwise stated. 
Partial year data are included for one mill that 
ceased operation in april 2017.

ProPer – the Indonesian government’s environmental management evaluation

region type name 2015 2016 2017

riau Palm Oil mills Kayangan

riau Palm Oil mills balam

riau Palm Oil mills sungai Dua

riau Palm Oil mills sungai bangko 

riau Palm Oil mills napal 

riau Palm Oil mills lubuk raja

north sumatra Palm Oil mills turangie 

south sumatra Palm Oil mills arta Kencana 

no PrOPEr 
assessment in 
2017 as the mill 
ceased operation 
in april 2017

south sumatra Palm Oil mills sei lakitan 

East Kalimantan Palm Oil mills Pahu makmur*

East Kalimantan Palm Oil mills ampanas*

west Kalimantan Palm Oil mills bengkayang 

west Java tea factory Kertasarie

south sulawesi rubber factory Palangisang

south sumatra rubber factory sei rumbiya

Jakarta refinery

surabaya refinery surabaya

north sumatra refinery lubuk Pakam 

north sulawesi refinery bitung 

* the audit was performed by  provincial government.
note:  the participation in the PrOPEr audit is subject to the approval by the indonesian ministry of Environment.

 Emissions in compliance with regulatory standard     
 Emissions less than 50% of regulatory standard; proper disposal of wastes; good housekeeping; accurate emissions records; 

reasonable maintenance of a wastewater treatment system.         

red LIst
for detail on red list or other national conservation list species found on our estates, please see 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/environmental-performance.html
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storage tanks at tanjung Priok refinery

Responsible sourcing



Work is under way to meet the robust environmental and social 
standards required by our stakeholders and customers so they 
can be confident of a traceable, responsible supply chain.

In this section
aiming for a traceable, sustainable supply chain, we explain how we work with our own 
estates and independent suppliers to satisfy our Policy. 

Progress headlines

Product trAceAbILIty sustAInAbLe sourcIng
• around 64% of CPO is sourced from  

our own mills.
• all CPO we refine can be traced back to  

a supplier mill. 
• 100% of ffb arriving at our mills is 

traceable to plantation (77% nucleus  
and 23% plasma).

• supplier verification: engagement 
process underway guided by revised 
supplier guidelines 

• 53% of our CPO production was  
rsPO-certified in 2017

• Policy compliance: in 2017, all  
indoagri mills were audited against  
our Policy requirements.

• innovation in seed breeding continues
• rsPO certification process is used to 

ensure no risk for human rights. 
• rsPO group certification with four 

cooperatives (KuD). 

responsible sourcing

Issue boundaries

r&d, seed  
breeding

Plantation  
nucleus, Plasma mills, refineries finished product 

distribution consumers

the impacts of concern here affect the 
origination and manufacturing stages of 
our business, and influence product quality. 
stakeholders affected by, and who may 
influence, such impacts:
• Customers 
• Plasma smallholders
• third party suppliers

• Communities
• special interest 

groups
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the Issues
indoagri is one of 50 companies that collectively represent 
around half of all land under oil palm cultivation. we 
recognise the need to make sustainable palm oil the norm 
and we recognise the power of transparency. we share the 
view of the rsPO that certification is a significant tool to 
help achieve this.

Our markets demand clarity on where palm oil comes from 
and the impacts upstream. Commercial success depends 
on our customers having confidence in our palm oil and PK 
products. their purchasing patterns are also under scrutiny, 
and good information can help improve transparency on 
food safety, seed quality, and cultivation practices. 

good working relations with growers mean we can improve 
supply traceability and monitoring of yields; doing this will 
help improve farmer profit and therefore livelihoods. such 
engagement is part of generating economic wealth and 
making communities more resilient against social, political 
or economic hardship. at the same time we can help 
influence safer labour conditions and more environmentally 
sensitive agriculture.

whilst palm oil supply chains are complex and challenging 
we are committed to collaboration with others to enable 
more responsible and profitable practices. 

our resPonse  
targets drive performance and track progress.

Our Policy sets commitments for us and our supply chain.

a key target is for our all mills and nucleus to become 
rsPO-certified by 2019 (mills and nucleus estates also 
targeting isPO certification by that date).

• indoagri became a ‘high scorer’ in Zsl sPOtt’s 
transparency assessment, which rates meaningful 
implementation of commitments (June 2017).

• we continue our iDh smallholders certification project.

we aim to audit formally all of our primary CPO suppliers 
at least every two years to check progress against our 
responsible supplier guidelines which aim to establish 
traceability and encourage responsible sourcing.

Our rsPO-certified production in 2017 was 447,000 
tonnes, representing 53% of our CPO production. a further 
24,000 hectares of plantation are awaiting rsPO Phase 
2 audits. we have 389,000 tonnes certified under isPO, 
representing 46% of our 2017 CPO production.

certIfIcAtIon uPdAte
the use of rsPO and isPO certification is a key component 
of our approach to deliver on our Policy. by 2019 we 
aim to have all of our palm oil production certified to 
rsPO standards. Progress is being made, and we track 
performance towards that deadline. 

certification achievement and Policy delivery

goal/target status Progress

1 by end 2019: rsPO certification for all nucleus plantations achieved 53% of targeted hectarage*  
(24,000 hectares awaiting rsPO stage 2 audit)

2 by end 2019: rsPO certification for all plasma smallholders estates Extend target to 2020. see page 34 

3 by end 2019: rsPO certification for all mills On track; achieved 14 out of 26 mills*

4 by end 2019: isPO certification for all estates achieved 80% of targeted hectarage*

5 by end 2019: isPO certification for all mills On track; achieved 23 out of 26 mills*

6 by end 2018: rsPO supply Chain certification for three refineries On track; achieved two refineries

7 by 2020: 100% of CPO we refine is sourced in accordance 
with Policy

On track; supplier guidelines enhanced

* figures cover hectarage or number of mills already certified or that have completed rsPO second stage audit and isPO first stage audit. the certificate 
release date is subject to the accreditation period of the certifying body. hectarage data are based on planted areas on 31 December 2017.

  in progress

responsible sourcing
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trAceAbILIty - knoW the source, creAte chAnge

Of all the CPO we re ine,  
1 % can be traced back to  
a supplier mill.

Around 64% of CPO is sourced 
from our own plantations.

Of the FFB processed at 
mills we control, 1 % 
can be traced back to a 
plantation of origin.

Our Policy applies to all suppliers: that they source in 
accordance with it by 2020. Our supplier verification process 
is underway, guided by enhanced supplier guidelines.  

cPo to refinery 

in 2017, 100% of CPO arriving at our refineries is traceable 
to a supplier mill.  Our refineries purchase CPO from 56 
mills (25 are indoagri mills). 

all indoagri and third-party CPO suppliers to refineries 
must formally accept our Policy and supplier guidelines. 

trAceAbILIty of eAch tonne  
Palm oil traceability is established when we have 
recorded the following:

• name, parent company, address and gPs 
coordinates of (i) nucleus/plasma plantation and 
(ii) mill.

• nucleus or plasma KuD/kelompok (grower 
cooperative) profile and production data

• refinery dispatch number (via our saP system), 
indicating CPO source, production line and date of 
manufacture; used for isO, fssC and halal audits.

• Certification status (rsPO/isPO).

in 2017, all indoagri mills were audited against our Policy 
requirements and by 2020 all CPO suppliers are due to 
operate in accordance with our Policy.

Our Policy expects that all suppliers achieve isPO 
certification, and states our preference for suppliers that 
are also rsPO-certified. all our mills are scheduled to be 
rsPO/isPO-certified by end 2019.

ffb to mill

all (100%) ffb arriving at mills we control are sourced from 
our plantations (23% from plasma).  

Our Policy commits to traceable palm oil that ensures: 
no deforestation; preservation of hCv and hCs areas; 
no planting on peat regardless of depth; no burning; and 
respect for human rights including fPiC.

we audit our plantations as part of the rsPO and isPO 
certification process, including plasma, and we have 
a significant project in progress designed to achieve 
independent smallholders certification (page 34).

100% from  
IndoAgrI estAtes

64% sourced 
InternALLy

responsible sourcing

in south sumatra, ffbs are traced back to nucleus and plasma 
sources using a barcode system carried by drivers
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scientists for strategic advice and site audits. the breeding 
research station quality management system is certified to
isO 9001.

PALm oIL cuLtIvAtIon domInAtes IndoAgrI’s 
totAL hectArAge. 
we own 97 estates (82 cultivating palm oil), controlled 
by 30 indoagri subsidiary companies (25 cultivating 
palm oil). 

in  2017, total planted area: 247,630 hectares nuClEus 
and 86,182 hectares Plasma including ex-plasma  
who have cleared their loans.

bah lias r&D research centre at north sumatra

responsible sourcing

seeds and seedlings

Our Policy states our commitment to innovation in seed 
breeding to help achieve productive growth and high yields.
Our oil palm seeds are produced at our bahlias and sain 
research stations, some we use on our own plantations, 
but most are sold. Each bah lias seed is stamped and each 
batch is barcoded to provide assurance to the buyer on the 
authenticity and quality.

bah lias (lonsum), for example, has been a leading research 
site for 35 years and focuses on breeding, agronomy 
and crop protection, and is supported by international 
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development, micro-enterprise opportunities and social 
deprivation (see page 47), and specifically our smallholders 
certification project (see page 34).

decent treatment
Each supplier must meet basic legal and commercial 
requirements on tax and competence. Our qualified 
procurement professionals manage selection and contract 
processes based on price, quality and capacity. we have 
open communication with them to discuss any changes 
relating to transactions and we endeavour to resolve open 
questions in an orderly and timely manner. 

yield uplift
yield is affected by age, seed quality, soil and weather 
conditions, plantation management as well as timely 
harvesting and processing of ffb. 

Plasma and other smallholders are expected to meet 
the same quality criteria as nucleus estate suppliers of 
ffb, so plasma plantations are closely aligned with our 
agricultural practices, material and management system. 
the aim is to improve their yield and productivity, thereby 
improving livelihoods and reducing environmental impact. 
in indonesia, plasma smallholders generally achieve 
higher CPO yield than the national average of 3.5 tonnes; 
some of the smallholders in our pilot rsPO smallholders 
project achieve 4 tonnes/hectare of CPO.

yield maximisation advice and training on good 
agricultural Practices are provided on all plasma estates 
by specialist Plasma assistants. as our smallholders 
could be vulnerable to volatile market conditions, we 
extend our assistance to them by offering free agronomic 
advice and training. we also ensure that essential 
resources such as seed stocks and fertilisers remain 
affordable to plasma growers. finally, smallholders also 
receive training from their Cooperatives to help improve 
financial performance.

ProductIvIty  reseArch   
Our agronomy research teams continue to improve 
the yield of oil palm fruit. for example, on land 
affected by the tide in Kalimantan, better moisture 
control is achieved by physically elevating the soil bed 
and installing water gates, so that tree roots are not 
swamped. we also experiment with soil treatment 
dosages of lime or sulfur-rich fertilisers to increase 
oil content in fruit on acidic soil types. 

better sourcIng – for sustAInAbILIty, QuALIty
Once we know the sources of our ffb and CPO, supplier 
engagement takes place (alongside audits) in order to 
create change that we – and other stakeholders – want to 
see.

we recognise that sustainable procurement has the most 
positive environmental, social and economic impacts 
possible across the entire life cycle and that strives to 
minimise adverse impacts. international best practices 
promote principles such as accountability, transparency, fair 
opportunity, respect and life-cycle cost. Our membership 
of rsPO and other collaborations affirm our approach and 
closely align with these best practices. 

when formulating our corporate sustainability policy  
(2013-2017), we assessed our procurement categories 
for their strategic importance by volume, spend and 
criticality. the main categories were deemed to be (i) ffb 
from plantations destined for mills, and (ii) CPO from 
mills destined for refineries. we accounted for customer 
demands, industry trends, and supply chain developments. 

supplier management, audit, review
the scope of our Policy embraces our estates (nucleus and 
plasma), our  26 mills and third party CPO suppliers. 

we set targets for the two priority materials (ffb and 
CPO), guided by our corporate governance arrangements. 
the delivery of the procurement approach depends on 
monitoring through audit or engagement with diverse 
groups of suppliers. whilst we have a strategic approach 
to purchasing other materials such as chemicals and 
equipment, they are not currently priority categories in our 
Policy. 

Our CPO supply base comprises our own mills as well 
as third parties. Our engagement work with all suppliers 
focuses on:

• agronomy (good agriculture Practices, yield, soil health, 
crop protection);

• good practice operations (safety, human rights, 
biodiversity, peatland, fire risk). 

indoagri’s baseline supplier audit protocol has been tested 
in preliminary factory audits and includes components 
expected of ‘good practice’ auditing standards (compliance, 
code of conduct, procurement conditions, relevant 
certification requirements, environment, human rights, 
rural community engagement, fPiC, labour rights). we are 
evolving our auditing process in order to identify levels of 
compliance with our Policy. as we approach 2020 we will be 
preparing data on Policy compliance of suppliers, for review 
against the target at that time.

to achieve a resilient supplier base, better agricultural 
productivity and sustainability on the ground, indoagri runs 
community projects which aim to improve local economic 

responsible sourcing
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responsible sourcing

to achieve full traceability by 2020 we already know which 
smallholders supply our own mills and we achieved our 
first rsPO smallholders certification in 2018. see below. 

further, since smallholders benefit from the technical 
support and financial lending of indoagri, they eventually 
become a viable business in their own right. this means 
indoagri hands over management control and land title 
of plasma holdings to the farmers, once their loan is 
finally repaid. Other support carries on however: indoagri 
continues to help KuDs (cooperatives) to improve their 
financial reporting.

as part of smallholders certification (plasma and 
independent), indoagri facilitates the KuD to implement 
the internal Control system (iCs), a mechanism which 
maintains files on all group members, assesses 
their operation, which itself is subject to certification 
assessment for compliance with the rsPO group 
Certification requirement and standard. to support 
traceability, the iCs unit must prevent mixing of certified 
and uncertified products (ffb) from the farm to the mill. 
indoagri’s support of the iCs means that each group 
member can more effectively map their land, follow sOPs 
for best agronomy practices and carry out soil analysis to 
improve productivity and yield.

smALLhoLders certIfIcAtIon PArtner Project
indoagri’s smallholders Programme is working to 
achieve rsPO certification of 3,144 smallholders covering 
6,141 hectares in south sumatra. guided by us and 
partner iDh, ex-plasma and independent smallholders 
are grouping together to achieve certification, in line with 
specific smallholders guidance under rsPO. 

as described in previous reporting, the growers 
understand that their participation will provide improved 
access to markets, better agricultural practices and 
safer labour practices. 

cooperative 
name 

rsPo-certified 2017 
(hectares)

KuD teratai biru 318

KuD marga makmur 455

KuD tuhu asih 806

KuD Karya mulya 323

total 1,902

5 https://rspo.org/smallholders/news/oil-palm-smallholders-a-primer

smALLhoLders ProgrAmme  
some 14.5% of the world’s sustainable palm 
oil5 comes from sustainably certified sources. 
smallholders remain a key part of our supply 
chain, we have 51,460 hectares under managed 
plasma schemes, and a further 34,722 hectares of 
self-managed schemes. in 2017 smallholders ffb 
production accounted for 23% of our ffb production. 
we have traceability of all smallholders ffb to 
individual fields. however, achieving sustainability 
certification for smallholders has proved very 
challenging, as the certification comes with high 
costs for the smallholders. we have extended our 
target for smallholders certification to 2020, due to 
our estimate of the necessary time it will take to 
obtain the sertfikat hak milik (shm) or freehold title,  
and additional data required by rsPO. [gri 102-48] 

human rights assessment
we use the rsPO certification process as part of our 
efforts to mitigate risk for labour, human rights, and 
social issues. as of December 2017, 53% of operational 
sites have been certified and audited (stage 2) by rsPO, 
the remainder is in stage 1 audit. Our whistle blower 
mechanism yielded no alerts of Policy breaches on human 
rights in 2017. 

all rsPO and isPO audits include criteria for assessing this 
risk for new suppliers.

smallholders
smallholder plantations represent 40%-45% of all palm oil 
cultivation in indonesia and are a significant contributor to 
the economy, generating exports and jobs. while indoagri 
smallholders benefit from support by nucleus estates to 
improve yields, most smallholders traditionally record 
lower yields. 

Our Policy commitment to a traceable, sustainable supply 
chain embraces smallholders. for example, it commits us 
to avoid buying palm oil sourced from smallholders and 
external suppliers that originates from areas cleared from 
primary forest since 2011. Our smallholders Programme 
(see page 8 and online) aims to minimise the risk they 
face by helping to improve yields. ffb yield is higher when 
its source is rsPO-certified, we are reviewing our data 
collection to qualify this.
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responsible sourcing

Progress in 2017:

• Our analysis for 2017 shows that after a successful 
pilot stage, we achieved rsPO certification at four 
cooperatives (see page 34) whose members produced 
43,253 tonnes of palm oil fruit; that’s about a fifth of our 
plasma production. the remaining smallholders will be 
proceeding to final audit in 2018.

• initial indications show some yields improving from  
3 tonnes/hectare to 4 tonnes/hectare

• Current results have informed the plan to conduct a yield 
uplift survey in 2018

• 48 days of training delivered to participant growers in 
2017 (2016: 25, 2015: 11).

social engagement/fPIc
we have always committed to respect the land and 
customary rights of communities. we assess the 
community needs of all sites based on social impact 
assessment (sia) before any new development.

the principle of fPiC refers to the right of a community to 
give or withhold its consent to proposed projects that may 

some of our smallholders under indoagri's smallholders Programme received the rsPO certificate during rsPO annual roundtable Conference rt15

affect the lands it customarily owns, occupies or uses. Our 
Policy commits us to uphold and to deliver it in practice, 
particularly with respect to land acquisition involving local 
villages. Core to delivering this commitment is our time-
bound plan of rsPO/isPO certification expansion and 
monitoring through audit over the next two years in line 
with our Policy goals.

the sia identifies baseline conditions and likely social 
impacts of development. resultant plans inform how 
we engage with local communities and governments to 
establish land tenure and rights, and likely impacts on 
communities. Our process sets out licenses, government 
policies, company policies, land valuations and proof of 
ownership in order to promote open negotiation processes, 
inclusive methods of decision-making and documented 
agreements. 
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refillable packaging being filled with cooking oil

Product Integrity



In this section
we describe indoagri’s high standards of hygienic production and food safety, and how our 
products are recognised for quality and their contribution to consumer health.

Progress headlines

food sAfety Product QuALIty & IntegrIty
• 42% of production volume certified  

to food safety management standard 
fssC 22000 

• food safety audits completed for  
72% of raw materials suppliers

• four product awards in 2017
• 100% of our margarine products are 

fortified with eight vitamins 
• all products and refineries are certified  

to halal standards

Our customers trust us to produce safe and healthy food products 
in a responsible way.

Product Integrity

Issue boundaries

r&d, seed  
breeding

Plantation  
nucleus, Plasma mills, refineries finished product 

distribution consumers

the impacts of concern here centre on the product attributes, quality 
and customer satisfaction. however, origination and manufacturing 
stages are clearly important too. stakeholders affected by, and who 
may influence, such impacts:
• Customers, consumers 
• investors
• Employees
• special interest groups
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our brAnds
Cooking oils are marketed domestically under the 
leading brands of bimoli, bimoli spesial, Delima 
and happy, while our consumer margarine and 
shortening are packed and sold under the Palmia 
and amanda brands. 

the Issues
Customers have put increasing pressure on retail 
and ingredient suppliers to ensure traceability from 
raw material origin through the production control. 
the regulator is continuously increasing the demand 
for accurate ingredients specification and nutrition 
content. thus, food safety and quality are fundamental 
to our commercial success and to meeting customer 
expectations. Palm oil is used extensively in packaged 
foods because it extends the shelf-life of products, offers 
a smooth texture and maintains its properties at high 
temperatures. 

whilst responsible sourcing is a significant market issue, 
it also helps motivate a culture of quality assurance and 
safety at work. Please see page 29 for more. 

our resPonse 
targets drive performance and track progress. 

to fully meet customer product expectations, our Quality 
Policy and sustainable Palm Oil Policy commit us to maintain 
product quality and process safety at our refineries. 

in addition, we commit to the implementation of food 
safety management systems and quality assurance at 
our refineries. we provide full certification to local and 
international food safety standards such as fssC 22000. 

Our regulatory compliance commitments extend to food 
safety, consumer protection, quality and nutrition, labelling 
and advertising. 

safe products, healthy food

goal/target status Progress

1 Quality & safety: comply with fssC 22000 food safety standard no incidents of non-compliance with regulations 

2 Quality & safety: Comply with halal certification system 
recognised by the world halal Council

all products are halal certified

3 Quality: complete annual audit on quality assurance at refineries audit completed for all refineries 

4 Quality: complete annual food safety audits for suppliers of raw 
materials (including CPO) to our refineries 

Completed; 72% of supply tonnage to our 
refineries comes from sources that are audited 
annually on food safety.

  achieved

scoPe of dAtA

Our product-related data and targets relate to all palm oil operations, unless otherwise stated. whilst we sell 
around 15 million seeds per year, our product sustainability focus is on edible oils and fats (EOf) products.

Product Integrity

Product 
comPLIAnce

food sAfety 
& consumer 
ProtectIon

LAbeLLIng & 
AdvertIsIng

nutrItIon

QuALIty

key compliance topics
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Palmia, our margarine brand

Our r&D, marketing and sales teams use independent 
market testing to meet quality requirements. all CPO raw 
materials supplied to us can be traced back to their milling 
site, while batch numbers on product packaging allows 
for traceability. an approved halal certification system 
applies to all our products and refineries, it is accredited 
to lPPOm mui, the research institute for food, Drugs and 
Cosmetics of the indonesian ulemas Council. 

Customers can contact our operations openly by phone, 
e-mail and post, on any aspect of production. 

see page 33 for more on how we help suppliers to meet 
our high standards on quality assurance and food safety.

food sAfety
long term business success depends on a reliable quality 
control system to ensure hygienic, safe production. 
at indoagri this is supported by an established and 
experienced laboratory team who account for food safety 
risk while working on specific product formulations to meet 
evolving needs of customers.  

Our Quality Control teams undergo regular management 
training on hygiene, safety and halal risk and control. 
they are at the heart of our product quality assurance. 
Our production sites and suppliers are audited annually on 
hygiene, sanitation and ‘good housekeeping’. 

We recorded no incidents of non-compliance 
with regulations and voluntary codes 
concerning the health and safety impacts  
of products.
Our  EOf processed volume in 2017 was 849,000 tonnes. 
we record that 42% of it was manufactured at sites certified 
by an independent third party to the internationally 

Products and by-product samples from our refineries

Product Integrity

recognised food safety management system standard 
fssC 22000. all indoagri product packaging meets the 
indonesian national food safety standards.

food safety is clearly affected by manufacturing practices. 
we manage exposure to safety risks during crude palm 
oil refining using stringent process controls to isolate 
contaminants. 
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nutrItIon 
in our market – 90% of our oils serve the domestic indonesian market – consumers eat processed products, based on rice 
and flour as a central part of their diet.

nutrition facts
to help achieve a balanced diet and to mitigate risk 
of vitamin deficiency we ensure that our products 
provide carotenoid (for vitamin A) and tocopherol 
(for vitamin E).

Vitamins are essential.  
they help the immune system, eyesight and the 
developing foetus in utero. they improve cell 
development, enzymes and a healthy nervous system.

Taking vitamin fortification beyond 
compliance, you will find in our table 
margarine, for example, vitamins a and D, 
mandated by indonesian law, to which we 
add E, b1, b2, b3, b9 and b12 to benefit 
the diet of Indonesians. 

All information 
subject to 
regulations

Nutritional values of 
each branded product 
are printed on the 
packaging

Our exported cooking oils to 
the Philippines are further 
enriched with vitamin A,  
as required by  
regulations  
in that market.

further, palm oil contains 
the right sorts of fat 
(saturated and unsaturated 
triglycerides) which promote 
healthy growth, supple skin 
and energy storage. Palm oil 
is free of cholesterol and 
trans-fat. 

food LAbeLLIng And InformAtIon
we comply with national and export market requirements 
on marketing and communication of product attributes.
 
we understand the burden of non-communicable diseases 
(nCDs) from unhealthy diets on an economy. we recognise 

that a lack of physical activity are considered to be among 
the leading causes of the major nCDs.

Our product packaging complies with the indonesian policy on 
Extended Producer responsibility. Currently, we do not use 
recycled packaging or operate any take-back of packaging.

Our cooking fat/edible oil products meet legal limits 
relating to saturated fat, trans-fat and sodium

Product Integrity

Labels urge 
consumers to 
dispose of used 
packaging 
responsibly

100% of our products 
and refineries are Halal 
certified by a certification 
body accredited to the 
World Halal Council

We recognise the 
importance of a 
healthy diet to a 
healthy economy
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fIve yeArs on the roAd 
Our Palmia roadshow, a stalwart of consumer 
engagement, continued to maintain the brand’s 
profile. in 2017:

• baking roadshow events in 30 cities 
• expert chef in showcase and demonstrations of 

modern and traditional baking. 

sAtIsfyIng customers   
indoagri products are recognised for quality, price and confidence. Our award-winning brands such as bimoli and Palmia 
sponsored events in 2017 to mark Jakarta’s civic anniversary, to celebrate the moon of maulud custom and to participate 
in sial interfood, the dedicated b2b platform for the sE asian food and beverage industry. 

bimoli awarded 
best brand 15 years  
in a row  

Platinum 
Indonesia best 

brand award for 
the 15th year 

swa magazine & 
mars

1st champion 
Indonesia original 

brand 2017 category 
cooking oIl 

swa magazine

halal 
Award 2017

lPPOm mui

Indonesia 
customer 

satisfaction  Award 
for the 17th year 

swa magazine & 
frontier consulting

Product Integrity
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Our employees at a north sumatra mill

People and community



People and community

Our policies aim to ensure a workforce that is safe, committed 
to success, and working with integrity. Our workplace values 
diversity and respects the individual. We ensure we are a welcome 
member of the community by engaging with and listening to local 
stakeholders, while making a positive contribution.

Issue boundaries

r&d, seed  
breeding

Plantation  
nucleus, Plasma mills, refineries finished product 

distribution consumers

the impacts of concern here affect all employees and workers through out assets we control as 
well as host communities of our operations. stakeholders affected by, and who may influence, 
such impacts:
• Employees, workers, contractors
• Communities

• special interest groups
• regulator

In this section
we explain progress on optimising labour conditions and ensuring the wellbeing of our people 
and host communities.

Progress headlines

Zero  
hArm 

decent LAbour  
condItIons 

emPLoyee 
WeLfAre & 
trAInIng 

communIty 

• Zero fatalities 
in palm oil , 
one in rubber 
operations

• 93% of indoagri 
sites have an 
smK3-certified 
health and safety 
management 
system in place

• strict compliance with 
minimum wage regulations

• no operations or suppliers  
so far identified where 
collective bargaining or 
freedom from forced or  
child labour are at risk

• no registered indoagri  
worker is below age 18

• seasonal workers’ contracts 
respect government regulation

• systematic 
rewards to 
staff using 
annual 
performance 
review

• more 
investment  
in Posyandu 

• 117 cleft lip 
operations
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the Issues
to achieve safe and responsible operations, we attentively 
manage all our human resources. agribusiness is labour 
intensive and our licence to operate is earned by delivering 
our Policy commitments on safety, training, evaluation, 
remuneration, and engagement. safety is non-negotiable. it 
is also vital to productivity and economic success. further, a 
shortage of skilled domestic agricultural workers exists, and 
industry needs to be part of the solution investing in skills and 
focusing on career development.

Zero harm, productive workforce 

goal/target status Progress

1 Zero fatalities (across total workforce) no fatalities in palm oil, one fatality in rubber

2 by end 2017: for all sites, implement the Occupational 
health and safety programme and complete the baseline 
assessment

93% complete, remaining sites for completion 
in march 2018

3 reduce group accident frequency rate by 10% between  
2018-2020

new target

  not yet achieved            new target

Workforce ProfILe
in 2017, indoagri employed 37,426 people (2016: 38,104) 
in permanent full-time positions, and 2,761 people (2016: 
1,548) on short-term contracts in indonesia. we also 
employed 31,836 seasonal contract workers (2016: 34,782).

around 92% of our employees work in the field, the rest 
comprises management and executive staff. more than half 
of our employees are based in sumatra and Kalimantan, 
the rest are in Java and sulawesi. we encourage diversity 
and equal opportunity; currently 22% of our workforce is 
female (2016: 20%).

• see employees’ statistics for all indoagri assets on  
page 50.

heALth & sAfety 
Everyone goes home safe everyday – this is our goal. we 
have a constant focus on maintaining a safety culture. 
Our performance is shown in the tables on the right6. we 
endured one fatality in 2017 (five in 2016); it took place in our 
rubber operations, senior managers visited the bereaved. 
Every incident is covered by badan Penyelenggara Jaminan 
sosial (bPJs), an indonesian social security system. any 
serious accident is followed by a thorough investigation, a 

6 accident frequency rate (afr) is calculated as follows: no. of work Days lost x 1,000,000 divided by total hours worked (number of employees 
x 40 hours x 50 weeks). accident severity rate (asr) is a calculation that gives a company an average of the number of lost days per recordable 
incident, recorded when an employee is referred to a clinic due to a workplace accident, and given leave of absence. in accordance with 
regulations, we count the accident if the lost day is more than one day.

review of causes and a preventive action plan. we strive to 
achieve our goal of zero fatalities.

whilst nearly all of our sites have a smK3-certified health 
and safety management system in place in 2017, 35 sites 
(31 in Palm Oil) also achieved smK3 gold certification.

fatality Afr Asr

IndoAgri
group

1 1.8 71.7

(5 in 2016) (1.6 in 2016) (243.3 in 2016)

Afr in 2017

employees

coverage male female 

by gender 1.7 0.2

by region

sumatra 2.3 0.5

Kalimantan 0.8 –

Others 1.1 –

our resPonse 
targets drive performance and track progress.

Our Policy commits us to protect and respect the rights 
of our workers, comply with the law as well as the 
un universal Declaration on human rights and the 
international labour Organisation codes of practice.

we systematically manage h&s at our operations, guided 
by an Ohs policy and management system. we report that 
93% of our sites are now set up with smK3, the indonesian 
Ohs standard.

People and community
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Asr in 2017

employees

coverage male female 

by gender 73.2 2.0

by region

sumatra 116.2 3.8

Kalimantan 3.1 –

Others 12.3 –

scoPe of dAtA

Our data relate to all indoagri group assets, not 
solely palm oil operations. 

LAbour rIghts And humAn rIghts 
Our Policy sets out to ensure that worker rights are 
respected and represented, that employment is agreed, 
and that engagement on industrial relations and formal 
agreements with unions takes place regularly. we are 
committed to respect the labour rights and human rights 
of all our people, such as the prohibition of forced and child 
labour, protecting freedom of association and collective 
bargaining, promoting diversity and equal employment 
opportunity, and protecting our employees from all forms 
of harassment and abuse. 

in 2017, there were no operations or suppliers being 
identified as having significant risks for incidents of 
collective bargaining, or freedom from forced or child 
labour. indoagri employees benefit from a government 
pension, additional contributions from the company, and 
retirement packages (in agreement with the bPJs). 

seasonal contract Workers
seasonal workers are hired for weeding and peak season 
tasks. they are usually local and related to full-time 
workers. in so doing we comply with government regulation 
using company procedures, code of conduct, Policy and 
Principles and Criteria of rsPO. Each seasonal worker’s 
contract respects government regulation and we ensure 
that they understand their rights and responsibilities. Every 
seasonal worker is registered by our hr unit and logged 
onto the fingerprint recognition system; it is company policy 
to bar non-registered employees. Depending on skills and 
job availability, our seasonal workers can be promoted.

Against child labour
guided by the indonesian regulation and our Policy, we 
are very strict in disallowing those below the age of 18 
from working at our sites; according to our recruitment 
database, employee age profile records show that no 
registered indoagri worker is below age 18. 

various measures aim to prevent child labour arising. 
signs and posters reminding workers not to bring children 

to the work area are erected in all our plantation sites. 
in line with our Policy, warning letters will be issued 
to those allowing children to help with agricultural 
production work. free education, from kindergarten to 
secondary school levels, are also provided to children 
of our employees. this is crucial to draw children away 
from the fields. as at end 2017, there are 182 schools and 
988 teachers on our plantations. we also provide day care 
facilities for children under five.

diversity
there were no incidents of discrimination reported via 
our whistle-blowing facility during the reporting period. 
we keep the jobs of new mothers open while on maternity 
leave. in 2017, 194 women took maternity leave (2016: 399), 
60% (or 116) women returned to the same job position 
(73% in 2016). the rest remained on leave or chose to 
leave the company.

freedom of association 
we support the rights of employees to form and join trade 
unions, and to bargain collectively. all our workers have the 
liberty to register themselves directly with their preferred 
labour union. as at end 2017, 69% of our employees were 
registered with a union, the remainder are covered by a 
company regulation known as Peraturan Perusahaan [gri 
102-41]. we believe there are no sites where the right to 
freedom of association might be at significant risk.

update on the ngo/rsPo complaint
in June 2016, three ngOs submitted a formal complaint 
to rsPO alleging instances of labour violations at one of 
our subsidiaries. we take the allegations very seriously 
and comply fully with the complaints process. the case 
is still ongoing and awaiting further audits by rsPO. we 
have fully complied with the rsPO Complaints Panel 
process. subsequent audits of our north sumatra mills 
and estates confirm that we remain compliant with the 
rsPO Principles and Criteria. all audited sites also remain 
rsPO-compliant and certified. we maintain our rsPO 
and isPO memberships. Despite numerous requests, 
we have yet to receive any supporting evidence from the 
complainants to substantiate the allegations. indoagri 
is committed to abide by the rsPO Complaints process 
and is open to receive feedback as part of our on-going 
improvement process.

a case timeline is shown overleaf. all evidence submitted 
by indoagri, together with reports from the external 
auditors are available on the rsPO website7.

People and community

7 http://www.rspo.org/members/complaints/status-of-complaints/
view/92
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emPLoyee WeLfAre
Our work and Estate living Programme sets out how we work 
with local governments and hospitals to provide essential 
medical support, facilities and infrastructure for the people 
living on our estates. Projects focus on household hygiene, 
healthy living and free access to medical facilities. see page 51 
for more data on education and medical facilities provided 
which employees and their dependents enjoy free of charge.

minimum wage and wage slips
at indoagri, we strictly comply with the minimum wage 
regulations set by the government, and ensure that all 
employees are adequately compensated for their work. in 
2017, we continued to pay all our employees and workers 
above the minimum wages of their respective region. 

date event

10 April 2016 indoagri received a letter from ran, OPPuK and ilrf ("the Complainant") with a short 
and limited draft of the field assessment results, advising of its intended publication, and a 
deadline of 15 april for our comments.

15 April 2016 indoagri replied to the Complainant, asking for supporting evidence to substantiate 
the allegations so that indoagri could investigate and respond to their allegations. no 
response to this request was received. 

8 june 2016 the report entitled “the human Cost of Conflict Palm Oil: indofood, PepsiCo’s hidden link 
to worker Exploitation in indonesia” was published on ran’s website. this report included 
allegations and photos which were not included in the limited draft sent to us on 10th april 
2016. 

28 june 2016 indoagri replied to the Complainant, with points for discussion clearly highlighted, to request 
substantive evidence to support the allegations to enable us to investigate fully. 

18-22 july 2016 under our rsPO certification process, rsPO conducted a compliance assessment by 
accreditation services international (asi) and sai global auditors in lonsum’s gunung 
malayu mill and supply base estates, north sumatra. this compliance assessment was 
based on the report published by the Complainant. sai global invited OPPuK to participate 
and give feedback in this compliance assessment, they refused however. we submitted our 
response and action plans to asi and sai global as a result of findings from the compliance 
assessment. (based on asi and sai global’s report published on 15 november 2017,  
all non Conformities reports (nCrs) were closed and those units audited remain rsPO-
compliant as rsPO-certified units.)

11 october 2016 the Complainant lodged a complaint to the rsPO Complaints Panel.

1 february 2017 rsPO requested a meeting with the Complainants and indoagri, to allow the Complainant to 
present evidence to support their allegations. indoagri confirmed its head of sustainability, 
head of human resources, head of legal and head of labour relations would attend this 
meeting. however, ran was not willing to attend, and the meeting did not take place.

16 february 2017,  
21-22 march 2017 & 
28 february 2017.  
21-23 march 2017 

special audits by sai global, as a follow up of the complaint report, were performed at two 
mills and seven estates (begerpang, sei merah, rambong sialang, bah lias, Dolok, si bulan 
and bah bulian) in north sumatra. based on the results, all units audited remain rsPO-
compliant as rsPO-certified units.  

7 August 2017 rsPO sent an e-mail to indoagri stating that the Complaints Panel has decided to perform 
independent investigation to indoagri’s estates based on information from the Complainant 
(the estate name, workers name, etc).

12 december 2017 indoagri sent an e-mail to rsPO requesting confirmation of the timing of the independent 
verification visit by the Complaints Panel. rsPO replied on 21 December 2017 confirming 
that they will send the terms of reference (tOr) for the site visit and template on rules of 
engagement.

13 february 2018 indoagri sent a letter to rsPO Complaints Panel, confirming that there will be no threats, 
harassment, and/or reprisals by the Company to any of the workers who are involved in 
the investigation, so long as they have complied with the Companies Code of Conduct 
and regulations. we also requested confirmation that the complainants would not unduly 
influence the workers interviewed, and honour the tOr for the visit. 

22 march 2018 rsPO sent the independent investigation tOr for indoagri to be reviewed. indoagri sent 
back the draft review on 27 march 2018 and awaits rsPO confirmation on the dates of 
independent investigation.

for more on human rights assessment via rsPO certification process, see page 34.

People and community
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Access to benefits
we comply with government regulation on equal access 
to employment benefits. bPJs accident insurance covers 
all employees and workers, in principle. however, some 
8,572 labourers are not yet registered owing to insufficient 
monthly hours (this applies to 26% of all seasonal workers). 
all employees and all seasonal workers completing more 
than 10 working days per month are registered to bPJs 
accident insurance. 

bPJs health insurance is available to employees with an 
electronic identity card (E-KtP). however, some 10,800 
employees remain unregistered because they lack an 
E-KtP. this is because those who do not yet have an E-KtP 
or have invalid E-KtP number are unable to register for 
it. in such cases, we help workers obtain the appropriate 
documentation and liaise with the relevant head of village 
to facilitate registration. 

Appropriate workload
Daily quotas of harvesting are based on individual 
plantation characteristics and complexities. it is crucial 
for indoagri that the daily quota is achievable by our 
harvesters. Daily quotas are set based on mutual 
agreement between the company and respective labour 
unions with representation from workers. 

trAInIng And deveLoPment
the outcome we seek is a workplace that enables 
professional development and knowledge exchange. we are 
committed to deliver a skilled and capable workforce as an 
essential component to organisational success. 

guided by total Quality management principles, we 
provide different training to develop various skills of our 
employees. we have in place initiatives to improve the 
career development, job satisfaction and welfare of our 
employees; we are monitoring these carefully as we report 
permanent employee turnover to be 8%, compared to 6% 
in 2016, and 5% in 2015. see figures on training, turnover 
and new hires data on pages 50-51.

Our appraisal system has been in place since 2015: all 
employees from staff-level and above complete an annual 
performance review. the process allows us to reward and 
retain high performance and identify opportunities for 
improvement, all the while with a focus on a great rewards 
package. it also helps implement the balanced scorecard 
to track each person's targets. the scorecard focuses on 
quality, cost, regulatory and social practice, as well as 
culture change and learning. 

communIty
as an international organisation with operations in rural 
indonesia, our business plays a crucial role in the livelihood 
of the communities in which we operate. the outcome 
we want for our farmers and suppliers, communities and 
families is improved livelihoods and increased resilience. 
through our solidarity Programme, for example, we 
continue to improve the quality of life in our nucleus and 

plasma estates. Community development projects include 
education, health, infrastructure, micro-enterprise, farmer 
training, culture and humanitarian relief.

community engagement 
in 2017 we continued our ongoing programme for 
community welfare improvements for each site. Clinics 
and first aid posts are provided on every estate for workers 
and their families. Community health Centres (‘Posyandu’) 
are also available in the wider community for maternal and 
infant health care. in 2017, we had 192 medical clinics in 
our estates, and 206 Posyandu, supported by 269 midwives/
nurses and 46 doctors. 

Our flagship cleft lip programme is a vital contribution to 
society in indonesia. few people know the depth of action 
by our team: from searching for cases, pre-operation family 
counselling, surgery and post-operative care or speech 
therapy. the team delivered 117 operations on 102 patients 
in 2017 (a total of 254 operations on 230 patients since 
2014).

see page 5 for details about our cleft lip programme. 

Land rights 
in indonesia, managing land tenure systems can be 
complex as national laws and regulations overlap with 
customary laws, religious laws, inheritance systems, and 
the historic assertions of traditional ownership and rights. 
we recognise that this legal framework creates confusion 
and may lead to abuse which affects land ownership and 
property. whilst it is challenging, we remain steadfast in 
our commitment to manage operations that respect the 
principles of fPiC, see also page 34. Every land transaction 
in which indoagri is involved complies with indonesian law 
and company policy.

Please see page 33 about maximising yield to alleviate 
pressure on forests and reduce risk of conflicts over land 
rights.

Elementary students in the school at riau estate

People and community
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heALthy LIfestyLe, heALthy communIty 
Our rumah Pintar programme also focuses on school 
children’s awareness of hygiene, hand-washing. all 
children will get dirty while helping out around the 
house or during play. so in april 2017 we set up talent 
contests – on the theme of cleanliness – in riau, west 
Kalimantan and sulawesi.

“me and my friends learn, play and sing along with 
tutor at rumPin. after coming home from school, we 
are happy to get new knowledge. thanks rumpin!”

marselo, a visitor of rumpin in napal estate

emPoWerIng Women In fArmIng     
the participation of women in the economy is vital 
but often overlooked for many reasons. Our rumpin 
(‘hope’) project offers training to women in farming 
practices. 

as one project participant said, “improving the ability 
of women farmers in the management of yard land to 
grow crops so as to obtain better crops and be self-
sufficient in food.”

PosyAndu uPdAte 
we offered refresher training to nurses and midwives at 
Posyandu (health centres) in south sumatra and west 
Kalimantan. we wanted to reinforce the effectiveness 
on the ground by topping up training on the Posyandu 
concept, monitoring and measurement, balanced 
nutrition guidelines, and the concept of the ‘first 1000 
Days of life’. we trained 64 attendees in Palembang, 
Central and west Kalimantan during november 2017.  

yeAr 2 of ProkLIm 
set up in 2016, our PrOKlim project, sponsored by 
the ministry for Environment & forestry, is part of a 
national indonesian ‘climate village programme’ to 
promote climate change mitigation and adaptation 
action in agriculture, waste and energy. building on 
our initial work in riau in 2016, we now report that 
all units there have a PrOKlim project in place. the 
benefits of such projects are (i) better community 
resilience, (ii) contribute to national ghg emission 
reduction target (iii) better local level coordination to 
deliver climate change policies; (iv) opportunity for 
local communities to adopt low-carbon technologies.

“we feel proud, because with Proklim my village 
can become green, sustainable, and have its beauty 
reawakened.” 

salim, Chairman Proklim Pondok 1 Kencana 
Estate, riau

People and community
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A b

c

d
e

f

A. north  
sumatra

• begerpang
• sei rumbiya
• Dolok
• Pulau rambong

b. riau
• Kayangan
• sungai Dua
• lubuk raja
• napal

d. West 
kalimantan

• Kembayan
• Kedukul
• nanga silat
• sepauk

e. east 
kalimantan

• Pahu makmur

f. south 
sulawesi

• Palangisang

c. south 
sumatra

• Pulai gading
• muara merang
• bukit hijau
• tirta agung
• arta Kencana
• tulung gelam

IndonesIA

rumah Pintar at our operations, 2017

rumAh PIntAr
we have set up 20 rumah Pintar or ‘smart houses’ in 
our oil palm plantations for locals to come together to 
sell artisanal products and learn new skills. typically, 
it provides books, children’s facilities, and a computer 
workstation.

“rumah Pintar handicraft programmes are very useful 
because the products can be sold to increase the income 
of the community. Csr programmes do not have to be 
financial support, we support activities like this.” head 
of bingin teluk village, south sumatra.

sustainability home: for supporting information on community, 
enterprise, medical aid programmes.

People and community

mr. Cornelis, west Kalimantan governor, visited indoagri's rumah 
Pintar booth at the 1st international Dayak Congress in west Kalimantan.
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People and community

our PeoPLe – dAtA tAbLes

emPLoyee stAtIstIcs 

18 – 25 years 26 – 35 years 36 – 45 years ≥  46 years total

education male female male female male female male female male female 

academy and 
university  
(strata 1, 2 and 3)

245 103 981 347 560 157 475 101 2,261 708

Diploma (D1-D4) 87 30 417 182 216 127 126 58 846 397

senior high 
school

1,359 213 4,686 387 4,554 385 2,788 271 13,387 1,256

Junior high 
school

530 33 2,929 237 2,646 385 1,321 196 7,426 851

Primary school 816 48 4,215 468 3,653 982 2,169 704 10,853 2,202

total 3,037 427 13,228 1,621 11,629 2,036 6,879 1,330 34,773 5,414

Level

manager and  
senior manager

0 0 79 18 150 17 274 33 503 68

supervisor 22 0 127 47 131 21 132 21 412 89

staff 222 83 768 152 360 66 311 53 1,661 354

administrative/ 
Operational

2,793 344 12,254 1,404 10,988 1,932 6,162 1,223 32,197 4,903

total 3,037 427 13,228 1,621 11,629 2,036 6,879 1,330 34,773 5,414

region

sumatra 1,801 138 8,581 840 7,675 1,362 4,603 928 22,660 3,268

Kalimantan 915 165 3,422 495 2,175 427 857 162 7,369 1,249

Others 321 124 1,225 286 1,779 247 1,419 240 4,744 897

total 3,037 427 13,228 1,621 11,629 2,036 6,879 1,330 34,773 5,414

status

Permanent 
Employee

2,280 335 12,021 1,514 11,277 1,998 6,685 1,316 32,263 5,163

non Permanent 
Employee

757 92 1,207 107 352 38 194 14 2,510 251

total 3,037 427 13,228 1,621 11,629 2,036 6,879 1,330 34,773 5,414

seasonal Workers

total 4,745 1,589 8,233 3,610 5,200 3,415 3,042 2,002 21,220 10,616

note:  regarding ethnic diversity of the workforce, no significant difference exists between diversity of our workforce and the host regions where  
 we operate.

trAInIng

Level

training hours

male female total

manager and  
senior manager

 3,403  457  3,860 

supervisor  4,625  179  4,804 

staff  68,667  4,553  73,220 

administrative/ 
Operational

 62,032  3,106  65,138 

total  138,727  8,295  147,022 
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People and community

our PeoPLe And communIty – dAtA tAbLes

turnover

18 – 25 years 26 – 35 years 36 – 45 years ≥  46 years

region male female male female male female male female 

sumatra 9% 76% 3% 3% 3% 4% 11% 13%

Kalimantan 29% 59% 10% 20% 8% 12% 10% 17%

Others 11% 19% 7% 12% 4% 1% 8% 15%

neW hIre

18 – 25 years 26 – 35 years 36 – 45 years ≥  46 years

region male female male female male female male female 

sumatra 224 5 303 4 25 1 2 0

Kalimantan 248 40 400 67 176 33 22 2

Others 20 14 42 14 11 9 13 1

total 492 59 745 85 212 43 37 3

WeLfAre (medIcAL fAcILItIes – estAte And off sIte)

medIcAL fAcILItIes on our PLAntAtIons 2017

medical 
facilities

north
sumatra

south
sumatra kalimantan riau java sulawesi total

Division Clinic 40 34 13 37 2 1 127

Central Clinic 14 25 18 4 2 2 65

ambulances 1 14 9 4 1 0 29

Doctors 0 1 2 3 0 0 6

visiting Doctors 11 21 11 1 2 0 46

midwife/nurses 57 76 48 81 5 2 269

Posyandu 59 38 48 42 17 2 206

educAtIon fAcILItIes 

educAtIon fAcILItIes on our PLAntAtIons 2017

school 
facilities

north
sumatra

south
sumatra kalimantan riau java sulawesi total

Day Care 
Centres

30 30 48 36 1 0 145

Kindergarten 30 26 5 33 4 5 103

Primary schools 22 18 2 17 4 4 67

secondary 
schools

3 0 0 4 0 0 7

high schools 2 0 0 3 0 0 5

teachers 317 185 31 418 23 14 988

rumah Pintar 4 6 5 4 0 1 20
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About this Report

this report has been prepared in accordance with the 
global reporting initiative (gri) standards: Core option.
the report also complies with requirements of the sgx-st 
listing rules Practice note 7.6 sustainability reporting 
guide. indoagri has not commissioned any third-party 
assurance on this report. we welcome your feedback or 
questions at sustainability@indofoodagri.com. Previous 
reports are available online at www.indofoodagri.com. 
Please refer to page 53 of this report for the gri Content 
index. 

scoPe And ProfILe [grI 102-49]
this report presents our sustainability performance for 2017. 
the scope of this report covers our most dominant crop, oil 
palm, which occupies 82% of our total planted area. there is 
no significant change to the size, structure or ownership of 
our operations compared to the previous report. 

there was no change to the scope of oil palm plantation, 
mill and refinery operations covered. a sustainability 

management information system captures the palm oil 
sustainability data. 

Data for responsible sourcing cover:

• rsPO-certified/audited plantations (39 sites)
• rsPO-/PrOPEr-certified mills (17 out of 26)
• refineries (4 out of 5).

the scope of palm oil ghg data is expanded to 11 mills and 
30 estates. 

the financial and employee data refer to the whole group (all 
commodity operations). 

we report restatements from previous reports relating 
to energy consumption (page 21) and water (page 25) in 
refineries [gri 102-48]. One mill ceased operations in april 
2017, its replacement was commissioned in may 2017; partial 
data from the former, decommissioned site are included. 
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GRI content Index

grI 101: foundAtIon 2016
generAL stAndArd dIscLosures

disclosure no. disclosure title Page number and reasons for omissions, if applicable

orgAnIsAtIonAL ProfILe

grI 102: general disclosures 2016 

102-1 name of the organisation back cover

102-2 activities, brands, products, and services business overview pages 12-14, 
annual report page 32

102-3 location of headquarters welcome page, back cover

102-4 location of operations business overview > regional presence page 15

102-5 Ownership and legal form indoagri is 62.8% effectively owned by Pt indofood sukses makmur tbk (Pt ism). 
indoagri is listed on the singapore Exchange. annual report Corporate 
structure page 4, page 154

102-6 markets served business overview > value Chain – from seed to sales page 14,
annual report page 150

102-7 scale of the organisation business Overview pages 12-14, 
People and Community > workforce Profile page 44

102-8 information on employees and other workers People and Community pages 44, 45 and 50
Part-time employment is not used at indoagri. all data relate to indonesia as the 
region. Our hr team collate the data using their hr management information 
system, using standard definitions of terms, in line with regulatory requirements.

102-9 supply chain sourcing > traceability pages 31-32

102-10 significant changes to the organisation and its 
supply chain

about this report > scope and profile page 52

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach > a systematic approach page 7

102-12 External initiatives sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach to sustainability in palm oil > 
a systematic approach pages 6-7; Environmental Performance > the issues page 18

102-13 membership of associations sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach to sustainability in palm oil > 
a systematic approach page 7; Environmental Performance > the issues page 18; 
sustainability webpage > Our reporting > Engaging with our stakeholders 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html

strAtegy

102-14 statement from senior decision-maker CEO's statement page 1

ethIcs And IntegrIty 

102-16 values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior welcome page

102-17 mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability > governance and risk 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

governAnce 

102-18 governance structure sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability > governance and risk  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

stAkehoLder engAgement 

102-40 list of stakeholder groups sustainability webpage >Our reporting > Engaging with our stakeholders  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements People and Community > labour rights and human rights > freedom of 
association page 45

102-42 identifying and selecting stakeholders sustainability webpage > Our reporting > Engaging with our stakeholders  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html

102-43 approach to stakeholder engagement sustainability webpage > Our reporting > Engaging with our stakeholders  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised sustainability webpage > Our reporting > Engaging with our stakeholders  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html
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rePortIng PrActIce

grI 102: general disclosures 2016 

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial 
statements 

a. Our annual report pages 74, 113-123 provides an overview of all entities 
(subsidiaries pages 113-118, associates page 84, joint venture page 85, 
agriculture assets including palm oil, transport operations pages 113-115, 
research stations page 113 and others page 115).

b. apart from palm oil operations (107 plantations,  31 subsidiary companies in 
plantation management, milling and refining), all other entities in 102-45a 
above are excluded.

102-46 Defining report content and topic boundaries sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html

102-47 list of material topics sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html

102-48 restatements of information about this report > scope and Profile page 52.
we report restatements from previous reports relating to energy consumption  
on page 21 and water consumption on page 25.
we also restate our smallholders traceability target period which has been 
extended to 2020, from 2019, as described page 34.

102-49 Changes in reporting about this report > scope and profile page 52
102-50 reporting period about this report > scope and profile page 52
102-51 Date of most recent report sustainability webpage > Our reporting 

http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html
102-52 reporting cycle sustainability webpage > Our reporting 

http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html
102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report about this report page 52
102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the gri standards about this report page 52
102-55 gri content index gri Content index pages 53-60
102-56 External assurance about this report page 52

toPIc sPecIfIc dIscLosures

cAtegory: economIc

Procurement PrActIces

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
responsible sourcing > issue boundaries page 29

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
responsible sourcing > the issues > Our response page 30,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
responsible sourcing > the issues > Our response page 30

grI 204: Procurement Practices 2016

204-1 Proportion of spending on local suppliers not reported; reason for omission is that we use the more meaningful indicators 
from the gri food Processing sector Disclosures in place of 204-1, see below. 

grI g4 fPss

 fP1 Percentage of purchased volume from suppliers 
compliant with company’s sourcing policy

responsible sourcing > traceability page 31

fP2 Percentage of purchased volume verified as in  accordance 
with responsible production standards (rsPO)

responsible sourcing > Certification update page 30

cAtegory: envIronmentAL

mAterIAL AsPect: mAterIALs

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
Environmental Performance > issue boundaries page 17

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18

grI 301: materials 2016

301-1 materials used by weight or volume Environmental Performance > fertiliser management page 23

generAL stAndArd dIscLosures

disclosure no. disclosure title Page number and reasons for omissions, if applicable

grI content Index
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cAtegory: envIronmentAL

energy

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
Environmental Performance > issue boundaries page 17

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18

grI 302: energy 2016

302-1 Energy consumption within the organsation Environmental Performance > Energy and ghg page 21
302-3 Energy intensity Environmental Performance > Energy and ghg page 21
302-4 reduction of energy consumption Environmental Performance > Energy and ghg page 21

WAter

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
Environmental Performance > issue boundaries page 17

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18

grI 303: Water 2016

303-1 water withdrawal by source Environmental Performance > water page 25

bIodIversIty

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
Environmental Performance > issue boundaries page 17

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18

grI 305: biodiversity 2016

304-4 iuCn red list species and national conservation list 
species with habitats in areas affected by operations 

Environmental Performance page 27, online at 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/environmental-performance.html

emIssIons

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
Environmental Performance > issue boundaries page 17

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18

grI 305: emissions 2016

305-4 ghg emissions intensity Environmental Performance > greenhouse gas Emissions page 22

toPIc sPecIfIc dIscLosures

disclosure no. disclosure title Page number and reasons for omissions, if applicable

grI content Index
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cAtegory: envIronmentAL

effLuents And WAste

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
Environmental Performance > issue boundaries page 17

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18

grI 306: effluents and Waste 2016

306-1 water discharge by quality and destination Environmental Performance > waste management page 26
306-2 waste by type and disposal method Environmental Performance > waste management pages 26-27
306-3 significant spills Environmental Performance > waste management page 27

envIronmentAL comPLIAnce

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html,
Environmental Performance > issue boundaries page 17

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18

grI 307: environmental compliance 2016

307-1 non-compliance with environmental laws and 
regulations 

Environmental Performance > waste management page 27 

suPPLIer envIronmentAL Assessment 

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html,
Environmental Performance > issue boundaries page 17,
responsible sourcing > issue boundaries page 29

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18,
responsible sourcing > the issues > Our response page 30,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
Environmental Performance > the issues > Our response page 18,
responsible sourcing > the issues > Our response page 30

grI 308: supplier environmental Assessment 2016

308-1 new suppliers that were screened using 
environmental criteria 

responsible sourcing > Progress headlines page 29,
responsible sourcing > traceability – know the source, create change page 31

cAtegory: socIAL

sub-cAtegory: LAbor PrActIces And decent Work

emPLoyment

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html,  
People and Community > issue boundaries page 43

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44

toPIc sPecIfIc dIscLosures

disclosure no. disclosure title Page number and reasons for omissions, if applicable

grI content Index
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cAtegory: socIAL

sub-cAtegory: LAbor PrActIces And decent Work

emPLoyment

grI 401: employment 2016

401-1 new employee hires and employee turnover People and Community > Our People – Data tables page 51,
we opt to report new hire numbers and turnover rates in order to provide 
meaningful reporting (this is our reason for Omission of turnover numbers 
and new hire rates). the key outcome of the reported data is to understand the 
trends as production and operations change over time.   

LAbour-mAnAgement reLAtIons

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
People and Community > issue boundaries page 43

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44 

grI 402: Labour-management relations 2016

402-1 minimum notice periods regarding operational 
changes

no minimum notice period or specific provisions on consultation/negotiation are 
required to be stated in a Cla under indonesian regulations. if new changes arise 
eg, a merger, we would follow indonesia financial services authority (bapepam/
OJK) laws. Other changes such as new policies that will impact on our workers 
are supported by awareness raising or training prior to implementation.

occuPAtIonAL heALth And sAfety

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
People and Community > issue boundaries page 43

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44

grI 403: occupational health and safety 2016

403-2 types of injury and rates of injury, occupational 
diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number of 
work-related fatalities

People and Community > health and safety pages 44-45

403-3 workers with high incidence or high risk of diseases 
related to their occupation 

some tasks such as harvesting are subject to inherent risk of exposure to  
some tropical diseases, the workforce is accustomed to managing the risks, 
there are mitigation proedures to manage the risks; so we can state that the 
risk is not ‘high’.

403-4 health and safety topics covered in formal 
agreements with trade unions 

the Collective labour agreement (Cla) covers safety, with reference to 
proper PPE for field workers, an Ohs Committee, training, and grievance 
mechanisms (we opt not to express ‘coverage’ as a percentage). Periodic 
workplace inspection, safety audit, and accident evaluations are also completed 
with employee representatives. in line with smK3, we have Policies for strict 
compliance on PPE. this is also stated in the Cla.

trAInIng And educAtIon

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
People and Community > issue boundaries page 43

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44 

toPIc sPecIfIc dIscLosures

disclosure no. disclosure title Page number and reasons for omissions, if applicable
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grI content Index

cAtegory: socIAL

sub-cAtegory: LAbor PrActIces And decent Work

trAInIng And educAtIon

grI 404: training and education 2016

404-1 average hours of training per year per employee People and Community > Our People – Data tables > training page 50,
we opt to omit reporting the average hours, our data table shows exact hours 
by employee type and gender. the reason for the omission is that the use of an 
average makes the disclosure substantially less meaningful. 

dIversIty And eQuAL oPPortunIty

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
People and Community > issue boundaries page 43

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44

grI 405: diversity and equal opportunity 2016

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees People and Community > Our People – Data tables page 50,
annual report 2017 > Corporate governance page 45

sub-cAtegory: humAn rIghts

non-dIscrImInAtIon

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
People and Community > issue boundaries page 43

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44

grI 406: non-discrimination 2016

406-1 incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken People and Community > labour rights and human rights > Diversity page 45

freedom of AssocIAtIon And coLLectIve bArgAInIng

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
People and Community > issue boundaries page 43

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44

grI 407: freedom of Association and collective bargaining 2016

407-1 Operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom 
of association and collective bargaining may be at risk

People and Community > labour rights and human rights > freedom of 
association page 45

chILd LAbour

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
People and Community > issue boundaries page 43

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44

toPIc sPecIfIc dIscLosures
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grI content Index

toPIc sPecIfIc dIscLosures

disclosure no. disclosure title Page number and reasons for omissions, if applicable

cAtegory: socIAL

sub-cAtegory: humAn rIghts

chILd LAbour

grI 408: child Labour 2016

408-1 Operations and suppliers at significant risk for 
incidents of child labour 

People and Community > labour rights and human rights > against child 
labour page 45

forced or comPuLsory LAbour

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
People and Community > issue boundaries page 43

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44

grI 409: forced or compulsory Labour 2016

409-1 Operations and suppliers at significant risk for 
incidents of forced or compulsory labour 

People and Community > labour rights and human rights page 45

securIty PrActIces

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
People and Community > issue boundaries page 43

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44

grI 410: security Practices 2016

410-1 security personnel trained in human rights policies 
or procedures

all security guards receive basic human rights training. security training is also 
delivered via our training centre for our security guard and in partnership with military 
commando units for additional focus on strength, discipline, and human rights.

humAn rIghts Assessment 

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
People and Community > issue boundaries page 43

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44

grI 412: human rights Assessment 2016

412-1 Operations that have been subject to human rights 
reviews or impact assessments

we use the rsPO certification process as part of our efforts to mitigate  
risk for labour, human rights, and social issues. as of December 2017,  
53% of operational sites have been certified and audited (stage 2) by rsPO,  
the remainder is in stage 1 audit. Our whistle blower mechanism yielded  
no alerts of Policy breaches on human rights in 2017.

sub-cAtegory: socIety

LocAL communItIes

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
People and Community > issue boundaries page 43

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability  
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44
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grI content Index

cAtegory: socIAL

sub-cAtegory: socIety

LocAL communItIes

grI 413: Local communities 2016

413-1 Operations with local community engagement, 
impact assessments, and development programmes

People and Community > Community > Community engagement page 47,
we understand the community needs of all sites based on social impact assessment.

suPPLIer socIAL Assessment 

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
People and Community > issue boundaries page 43, responsible sourcing > 
issue boundaries page 29

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
responsible sourcing > the issues > Our response page 30,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
People and Community > the issues > Our response page 44,
responsible sourcing > the issues > Our response page 30

grI 414: supplier social Assessment 2016

414-1 new suppliers that were screened using social 
criteria

responsible sourcing > Progress headlines page 29,
responsible sourcing > better sourcing – for sustainability, quality pages 33-34,
People and Community > labour rights and human rights page 45

sub-cAtegory: Product resPonsIbILIty

customer heALth And sAfety

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
Product integrity > issue boundaries page 37

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
Product integrity > the issues > Our response pages 38-39,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
Product integrity > the issues > Our response pages 38-39

grI 416: customer health and safety 2016

416-1 assessment of the health and safety impacts of 
product and service categories

Product integrity > food safety page 39
100% of palm oil product categories are assessed for food safety.

416-2 incidents of non-compliance concerning the health 
and safety impacts of products and services 

Product integrity > food safety page 39
100% of palm oil product categories comply with regulations and codes on food safety.

mArketIng And LAbeLIng

grI 103: management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary sustainability webpage > Our reporting > where material impacts occur 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/our-reporting.html, 
Product integrity > issue boundaries page 37

103-2 the management approach and its components sustainability in Palm Oil: Our approach pages 6-11,
Product integrity > the issues > Our response pages 38-39,
sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach sustainability webpage > how we manage sustainability 
http://www.indofoodagri.com/managing-sustainability.html,
Product integrity > the issues > Our response pages 38-39

grI 417: marketing and Labeling 2016

417-1 requirements for product and service information 
and labeling 

Product integrity > food labelling and information page 40 

417-2 incidents of non-compliance concerning product and 
service information and labeling

Product integrity > food labelling and information page 40 
100% of palm oil product categories comply with regulations and codes on 
product information and labeling.

toPIc sPecIfIc dIscLosures

disclosure no. disclosure title Page number and reasons for omissions, if applicable
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AnALIsIs dAmPAk LIngkungAn (AmdAL)
an environment impact assessment which companies are required by law 
to undertake when starting a business or activity that will have an impact on 
the environment in indonesia.

bIodIversIty
the variety of life forms within a particular ecosystem, biome, or habitat.

bIoLogIcAL oxygen demAnd (bod)
a measure of the degree of water pollution by the amount of dissolved 
oxygen needed by aerobic biological organisms in a body of water to break 
down organic materials.

cArbon footPrInt
a measure of the total amount of greenhouse gases, including carbon 
dioxide, methane and nitrous oxides, emitted directly or indirectly by an 
organisation, event, product or person.

chILd LAbour
a person under 18 years of age, according to indonesian law, who is engaged 
in work that is mentally, physically, socially or morally dangerous and 
harmful, and that interferes with that person’s schooling.

crude PALm oIL (cPo)
Oil produced from oil palm fruits in milling process.

food sAfety system certIfIcAtIon (fssc) 22000
a food safety certification scheme based on the existing internationally 
recognised standard isO 22000 and complemented by other technical 
standards. this certification aims to provide an effective framework for the 
development, implementation and continual improvement of a food safety 
management system (fsms).

forced LAbour
a person who is coerced to work under the threat of violence, intimidation, 
or undue stress of penalty.

free PrIor Informed consent (fPIc)
Consent which represents the rights of a community to give or withhold its 
consent to proposed projects that may affect the lands it customarily owns, 
occupies or uses.

fresh fruIt bunch (ffb)
the fruit bunch harvested from the oil palm tree.

gLobAL rePortIng InItIAtIve (grI)
a non-profit organisation that promotes economic sustainability and 
develops an international standard for sustainability reporting.

greenhouse gAs (ghg)
gases, such as carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide, which trap solar 
radiation and contribute to climate change and ozone destruction.

hIgh cArbon stock (hcs) 
the amount of carbon and biodiversity stored within an area of land.

hIgh conservAtIon vALue (hcv)
hCv land comprises certain critical ecological or socio-cultural attributes. 
recording them is part of conservation, a process that aligns with rsPO’s 
requirements.

hcv Assessment
recording ecological or sociocultural attributes is part a process that aligns 
with rsPO’s requirements. hCv assessments use accredited third-party 
assessors.

IntegrAted Pest mAnAgement
the use of natural pest control techniques to reduce pest populations and 
replace pesticides and other harmful intervention to minimise risks to 
human health and the ecosystem.

IndonesIAn sustAInAbLe PALm oIL (IsPo)
a government effort led by the ministry of agriculture to support sustainable 
palm oil agriculture in indonesia.

Iso 14000 serIes
a family of international standards for addressing environmental management.

nucLeus
a system developed by the indonesian government for estates (nucleus) 
owned by plantation companies to develop oil palm plots (plasma) near their 
own plantation for smallholders.

ohsAs 18001:2007
an international occupational health and safety management system 
specification.

PALm kerneL (Pk)
seed of the oil palm fruit, which is processed to extract palm kernel oil and 
other by-products.

PAnItIA PembInA keseLAmAtAn dAn kesehAtAn kerjA (P2k3)
a health and safety committee responsible for monitoring indoagri’s compliance 
to the smK3 in the estates, mills and refineries.

PALm oIL mILL effLuent (Pome)
liquid waste or sewage produced from the palm oil milling process or refinery.

ProgrAmme for PoLLutIon controL, evALuAtIon And rAtIng 
(ProPer)
an indonesian regulatory mechanism based on public disclosure of pollution 
records and environmental performance.

roundtAbLe on sustAInAbLe PALm oIL (rsPo)
a non-governmental organisation that promotes the growth and use 
of sustainable oil palm products through international standards and 
engagement of stakeholders.

sIstem keseLAmAtAn dAn kesehAtAn kerjA (smk3)
Occupational health and safety system management according to indonesia 
regulation.

socIAL ImPAct Assessment
a methodology for analysing, monitoring and managing the social consequences 
of planned interventions and the social change processes arising from these 
interventions. 

stAkehoLders
a person, group, organisation, member or system that affects or can be 
affected by an organisation’s actions.

Glossary
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